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About 30,000 positions in the Federal Gov-
ernment require a proficiency in at least one
of 45 foreign languages; most of these posi-
tions are overseas.

Foreign affairs agencies are required by law to
maintain systems for identifying and staffing
positions which require foreign language
skills. Approximately 70 percent of the em-
nloyees in overseas positions identified by the
systems have adequate foreign language skills,
but improvements in the systems are needed.

Other agencies with Americans abroad are not
required to identify positions requiring for-
eign language skills and, except for the De-
partment ;,-,f Defense and the Foreign Agricul-
tural Service, have not done so, but they
should to ensure an adequate foreign language
capability abroad.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON. D.C. 205I9

The Honorable Frank Church
Chairman, Committee on Foreign Relations
United States Senate

The Honorable Clement J. ZaOlocki
Chairma, Committee on Foreign Affairs
Howe of Representatives

This report discusses the effectiveness of current pro-
grams and personnel practices with respect to foreign language
needs in all Federal agencies. This report was prepared in
response to the conference report on H.R. 3363. Also, as
agreed with your offices, we collected and incorporated addi-
tional information on language programs (as requested from
agencies in the conference report on H.R. 3324).

We did not obtain written comments from the agencies,
however, we did discuss the matters covered in the report
with agency officials and included their comments in the
report where appropriate.

We are sending copies of this report to the Director,
Office of Management and Budget, and to the heads of the
Federal departments and agencies.

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT
TO THE CHAIRMEN, SENATE
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS
AND HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

DIGEST

MORE COMPETENCE IN FOREIGN
LANGUAGES NEEDED BY FEDERAL
PERSONNEL WORKING OVERSEAS

A number of Congressmen have expressed concern
about foreign language skills of U.S. person-
nel assigned abroad. They questioned whether
those skills are less than needed to effec-
tively carry out U.S. interests. The conference
report on the bill to authorize appropriations
for the Department of State and related agencies
for fiscal years 1980 and 1981 (H.R. 3363) con-
tained a request that GAO review the Federal
Government's foreign language programs. (See
p. 1.)

GAO found that the foreign language competency
of U.S. personnel assigned abroad is less than
required for maximum effectiveness and efficiency.
The degree of language capability varies from
agency to agency within the foreign affairs
community. For instance the Department of State,
international Communication Agency, and Agency
for International Development had 71, 70 and 73
percent of their respective foreign language
designated positions adequately filled in 1979.
Within agencies language capabilities also vary
among languages. Most agencies were somewhat
successful at meeting skill requirements for
languages such as Spanish and French, but had
problems filling positions requiring more dif-
ficult languages such as Arabic and Korean.

This report discusses the foreign language com-
petency of U.S. Federal personnel assigned

iabroad. While its primary emphasis is on civil
ien personnel, some attention is given to Defense
personnel. At intelligence-related agencies--
CIA, National Security Agency, and certain
Defense activities--GAO's review was limited
to gathering general data on language require-
ments. Statistical data in the report on lan-
guage essential positions are not always compar-
able because many of the agencies which provided
the data use different approaches for determining
language essential positions and assign differ-
ent skill levels to positions. (See ch. 1.)
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U.S. FOREIGN LANGUAGE
REQUIREMENTS ARE GREAT

The Government is the United States' largest
employer of people with foreign language
skills. In fiscal year 1979 about 16,700
Federal overseas positions required a compe-
tency in at least one of over 45 foreign
languages. These statistics do not include
about 7,100 Peace Corps volunteers or about
6,500 domestic positions. (See ch. 1.)

Eight principal Federal agencies have posi-
tions abroad which require Americans with
foreign language skills for programs in
educational ,nd cultural exchange, agricul-
tural assi ce, military sales and other
areas, not mention the conduct of foreign
affairs. Lwring fiscal year 1979 Federal agen-
cies spent $30.2 million training 6,235 people
in foreign languages. Another $764 million was
spent training 4,560 Peace Corps volunteers and
trainees overseas. (See ch. 1.)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE SKILL REQUIREMENTS
HAVE NOT BEEN ADEQUATELYDEFfNED

Federal agencies' systems and procedures for
defining foreign language skill requirements
are inadequate or in some cases nonexistent.
Most agencies that require a large number of
people with language proficiency use general
criteria to determine their actual needs.
Other agencies -- primarily those with lesser
language skill requirem$mts--have no review
procedures or criteria for identifying the
language competency they need for overseas
positions. (See ch. 5.)

LANGUAGE COMPETENCE FFECTS
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE

Some Federal employees need foreign language
competence to perfom their jobs effectively.
How much an employee's performance is affected
by a lack of reqrired language competence is
hard to determine. However, a substantial
number of persons who did not have the language
competency required for their jobs and their
superiors said that low foreign language profi-
ciency limits job performance. (See ch. 2.)
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,PROVEMENTS NEEDED IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SIGNMENTS AND TRAINING P LICIES AND P CTICES

feral agencies that need peop_ skilled in
reign languages to serve abroa face a num-
r of factors which reduce their ability to
=et those needs. Some major factors are:

--Language capability is only one of
many qualifications an employee needs.

- -Many employees' potential for career
advancement is based largely on factors
other than language ability.

--Illnesses and unanticipated separa ons
cause unexpected vacancies.

- -A high percentage of Defense's foreign
language skill activities involves a
significant effort to train personnel
who may not reenlist, thus reducing
opportunities to use acquired language
skills. (See ch. 3.)

Efforts to improve Federal agencies' abilities
to meet language needs are generally hindered
because:

-Pre-assignment planning is inade-
quate and agencies fail to adequately
assess alternatives to assigning per-
sonnel with less than required language
skills.

--Standard training periods at the Foreign
Service Institute do not always allow
enough time for students to attain the
required proficiency for their assigned
positions.

-Language training courses do not meet job-
related needs of certain assignments.

- -Some overseas post programs are poorly
utilized. (See ch. 4.)

The Foreign Service does not have a policy of
reassigning officers to posts although this does
occur on occasion. Therefore, there is no pro-
gram for maintaining the foreign language skills
previously acquired. (See ch. 4.)

iii
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COST TO IMPROVE LANGUAGE COMPETENCY
AND LEGISLATIVE CHANGES NEEDED

Five Federal agencies have estimated that it
would cost about $34 million above their fis-
cal year 1980 budget request to meet 100 per-
cent of their language requirements. Only one
agency suggested that a change is needed in
legislation. That change related to additional
authority to pay travel costs needed to provide
language training for dependents of Federal
employees. (See ch. 6.)

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Foreign language competence among Federal
employees has improved since the early 1970s
when GAO first reported on the subject. How-
ever, improvements are still needed in a number
of agencies. Agencies have not adequately defined
foreign language requirements, and certain poli-
cies and practices have resulted in persons being
assigned to positions for which they do not have
the required language proficiency. A foreign
language deficiency can adversely affect the
performance of employees and cause significant
problems in the operation of Federal programs
and activities abroad.

GAO recommends a number of specific actions to
improve the Federal Government's ability to
meet foreign language needs. For details on
recommended actions to improve

--personnel policies and practices, see page 32,

--foreign language training programs, see pages
45 and 46, and

--the process by which foreign language
requirements are determined, see page 58.

AGENCY COMMENTS

GAO discussed the contents of this report with the
principal agencies involved and included their
comments as appropriate. In general they agreed
with the findings, conclusions, and recommendations.
(See ch. 7.)

iv
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The bill authorizing appropriations for the Depe;:tment
of State, the International Communication Agency, and the
Board for International Broadcasting 071.R. 3363) was signed
into law by President Carter on August 15, 197.9. The re-
lated report of the committee of the conference for the
bill contained the following language-

" * ** The committee of conference *** requests the
General Accounting Office to conduct a study
which evaluates the effectiveness of current
programs and personnel practices with recrArd
to foreign language needs in all agencies and
to recommend standards for designating foreign
language-required positions for United States
personnel.

"Such study shall include an estimate of the
costs, if any, to be incurred in upgrading
the language proficiency of U.S. personnel
abroad. Within 8 months of the date of enact-
ment of this legislation, the General Accounting
Office shall submit a report to the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee and to the House
Foreign Affairs Committee containing the re-
sults of this study and recommendations for
correcting any deficiencies which might exist."

The report of the committee on the conference- for the
International Development Cooperation Act of 1979 (H.R.
3324) also stipulated that

** The committee of conference requests the
heads of agencies responsible for maintaining
missions abroad to review their requirements
for language competence and area studies, and
to report to the Congress any need for t. story
changes which would improve the language ,capa-
bility and area knowledge of U.S. missio.rm

The Chairmen, Senate Foreign Relations and House For-
eign Affairs Committees, asked us to collect and in-
corporate into our report the informaton they had re-
quested of the heads of agencies in tie International De-
velopment Cooperation legislation. T affected agencies/
departments were so notified in a letr transmitting our
questionnaire seeking information on their foreign
language programs.



This report discusses the foreign language competency of
U.S. Federal personnel assigned in foreign countries. The
four specific areas of congressional concern are discussed
in other sections as follows:

--The extent to which Federal agencies are staffing
language designated positions (LDPs) with person-
nel competent in the required language (see ch. 2

-The adequacy of Federal agencies' assignments
training practices and procedures concerning LEDs
(see ens. 3 and 4).

--The need to improve the criteria used by Federal
agencies to designate those positions requiring
competence in a foreign language (see ch. 5).

-The estimated amount of additional costs and
legislative changes, if any, necessary to upgrade
the language proficiency of U.S. personnel abroad
(see ch. 6).

While the report's primary emphasis is on civilian person-
nel, some attention is given to Depattment of Defense (DOD)
personnel. Our review at intelligence-related agencies,
National Security Agency, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),
and certain DOD activities, was limited to gathering general
language requirement data. We gathered and presented
similar information on domestic positions requiring foreign
language skills. Statistical data presented in this report
on language essential positions are not always comparable,
because many of the various agencies which provided the
data use different approaches for determining language essen-
tial positions and different skill levels are assigned to
positions.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON LANGUAGE NEEDS

The precise number of persons needed to read, analyze
and speak a particular language at an established compe-
tence level at a particular point in time is not known.
The ever-increasing need to communicate and_oonduct U.S.
foreign affairs in other languages, however, has been
recognized since the early days of our Nation.

Benjamin Franklin, as the U.S. representative in Paris
during the Revolutionary War, complained that he could not
speak or even understand French very well. Over 100 years
passed before the language problem received recognition
and attempts were made to reach a solution. An initial step
was taken in 1924 when an independent, nonpolitical Foreign
Service was established. Following World War II, Foreign

2



Service officers began dealing with more people in foreign
countries on a wide range of postwar programs. Language,
however, continued to be a problem. On November 13, 1945,
another step in solving the language problem was taken
when the Foreign Service Institute (FS') and its School
of Language Studies were opened.

Events during the next 30 years continually reinforced
the need for foreign language competence of U.S. personnel.
During the 1950s, the Soviet Union emerged as a world power
igniting the space and arms races. In the 1960s, many
African and Asian nations gained independence and made their
own native languages their official language. During the
1970s, independence and interdependence among all nations
grew to where no nation could survive alone. Diplomacy has
changes and become more complex than when Benjamin Franklin
voiced his complaints about language needs. Today the United
States operates embassies and consulates in many countries
around the world where languages other than English are spoken
and Mr. Franklin's complaint is still applicable today to
many U.S. representatives serving abroad.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE SKILLS REQUIRED
BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

When Benjamin Franklin made his comments about foreign
language skills, he might well have been the only official
U.S. representative in Paris. Today, most embassies have
representatives of many agencies, including not only the
Department of State, but the Departments of Defense, Agri-
culture, Treasury and Justice; Agency for International
Development (AID); and International Communication Agency
(ICA). The U.S. Government is the largest user of people
with foreign language skills. In 1979, the U.S. Government
had about 13,600 people performing overseas work who needed
various degrees of foreign language competence to perform
their jobs. Approximately 3,400 language essential positions
overseas were vacant. The following table shows the number
of U.S. personnel in positions requiring language competence:



Number of Lan ua e Essential Positions (note a)

Lan ua e essential ositions
Authorized Filled Vacant

Principal overseas positions:
DOD (note b)
Civilian agencies

Other overseas positions:
Peace Corps (note d)

Total overseas

Domestic positions

Total language essential
positions

13,597
3,113

16,710

7,072

23,782

6,497

30,279

10,752 c
2,792

13,544

7,072

20,616

6475

3,079
321

3,400

3.400

322

26,791 cJ 3,722

a/Excludes CIA and some other intelligence positions.
b /Includes some domestic positions essentially performing

overseas work.
c /This includes 234 positions which are filled but not
_authorized.

d/These are volunteers and trainees who are not permanent
U.S. Government employees.

U.S. personnel abroad speak a wide variety of languages
which are generally divided into two groups--world languages
and hard languages. World languages are French, Spanish,
Portuguese, Italian, Swedish, Dutch, Norwegian, Danish
and German.- All other languages are classified as "hard"
(see app. I). This term usually denotes the degree of diffi-
culty to learn or master the language.

The proper mixture of people, languages, and profici-
ency levels is extremely difficult to determine for several
reasons. The rapidity and unpredictability of world changes
are probably the greatest deterrent to developing precise
language-need programs. A DOD official said that if some-
one could predict the next world crisis, he could plan his
language training. Without such foresight, projected train-
ing needs are only an estimate. Other reasons affecting the
mixture are (1) changes in management both at headquarters
and embassies whereby the priority of language capability may
change; (2) work styles of people and their concepts of how
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to accomplish assignments (necessity of contact with foreign
officials); and (3) the rotation--sometimes referred to as
the "revolving door"--assignment process.

LANGUAGE TRAINING AVAILABLE

Language training for U.S. personnel serving abroad is
done at several facilities:

-,-Foreign Service Institute;

--Defense Language Institute (U ) ; and

--commercial and academic facilities.

The Peace Corps also provides training for most of its vol-
unteers in the countries to which they are assigned.

The Foreign Service Institute's School of Language Stud-
ies trains most Federal civilian personnel for language
designated positions overseas and manages the language
classes at overseas posts. The Defense Language Institute's
Foreign Language Center, administered by the Department of
the Army, trains most military and civilian employees of
the armed services and Defense agencies for language essen-
tial positions overseas and in the United States.

Many agencies also use commercial and academic facilities
to provide language training in special situations. The
Foreign Service Institute, the Defense Language Institute,
and the Peace Corps provide most of the Government's foreign
language training.

Forei n Service Institute

In 1979, over 30 Federal agencies participated in FSI
foreign language training programs. Approximately 1,472 em-
ployees and 298 of their dependents attended classes in 45
foreign languages at the FSI facilities in Washington during
fiscal year 1979 at a cost of about $15.1 million.

The Foreign Service Institute was established by the
Foreign Service Act of 1946 and, among other things, provides
training for Federal employees engaged in foreign affairs
activities and for members of their families. The School of
Language Studies provides both full-time and part-time lan-
guage instruction. F$V_s standard full-time programs gen-
erally last 20 weeks for world languages and 44 weeks for
hard languages.



FSI also operates field schools in Yokohama, Japan,
and Tunis, Tunisia, where the hard languages of Japanese and
Arabic are taught. A former FSI school for Chinese is cur-
rently administered by the American Institute in Taiwan.
Normally 2 years are required to reach a professional pro-
ficiency in these languages. FSI conducts 24- and 44-week

icourses in these languages in Washington, D.C., followed by a
second year of training at one of the field schools.

In addition to the courses offered in Washington and
at the field schools, FSI is responsible for language classes
offered at about 180 overseas posts. Over 5,500 employees
and dependents representing about 30 agencies attended
those classes in 1979. The purposes of the post language
programs are to (1) enable underqualified incumbents in es-
sential language positions to meet the requirement of their
jobs, (2) assist other personnel in achieving job-level or
elementary proficiency, and (3) help adult dependents in
meeting community and representational needs.

Most of the overseas training is given part-time, in
groups, at the embassies and consulates. Employees of
any Federal agency may participate on a reimbursable basis.
Dependents of eligible employees may attend also on a re-
imbursable basis if space is available.

As discussed in our 1973 1/ and 1976 2/ reports, the
posts' part-time programs are not intended to be, nor are
they effective as, substitutes for intensive language train-
ing before assignment. These programs are generally suc-
cessful in teaching elementary and courtesy level language
skills but are usually not adequate to develop proficiency
required for language positions. The posts' language pro-
grams, however, can help to maintain, refresh, or improve
skills.

FSI uses testing procedures for both measuring an in-
dividual's aptitude for learning foreign languages and an
individual's proficiency in a specified language. The

1/"Need to Improve Language Training Programs and Assign7
ments for U.S. Government Personnel Overseas" (B-176045,
Jan. 22, 1973).

2/"Improvement Needed in Language Training and Assignments=
for U.S. Personnel Overseas" (ID-76-19, June 16, 1976).
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aptitude test is not an absolute indicator of ability in all
languages; however, it does show general abilities to learn
other languages. The proficiency test is based on a 5-

ipoint scale and is used to measure speaking and reading
capabilities, as follows.

1. ELEMENTARY PROFICIENCY

S-1 Able to satisfy routine travel needs and
minimum courtesy requirements.

R-1 Can read simplest connected written material,
authentic or especially prepared for testing.

2. LIMITED WORKING PROFICIENCY

S-2 Able to satisfy routine social demands and
limited work requirements.

R-2 Can read simple authentic written material
in a form equivalent to usual printing or
typescript on subjects within a familiar
context.

PROFESSIONAL PROFICIENCY

S-3 Able to speak the language with sufficient
structural accuracy and vocabulary to
participate effectively in most formal
and informal conversations on practical,
social, and professional topics.

R-3 Able to read standard newspaper items ad-
dressed to the general reader, routine cor-
respondence, reports and technical material
in his own special field.

4. DISTINGUISBEDPROFICIENCY

S-4 Able to use the language fluently and accu-
rately on all levels normally pertinent to
professional needs.

R-4 Able to read all styles and forms of the
language pertinent to professional needs.

5. NATIVE OR BILINGUAL PROFICIENCY

S-5 Speaking proficiency equivalent to that of
an educated native speaker.

7
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R-5 Reading proficiency equivalent to that of an
educated native.

Many agencies use the FSI proficiency scale to designate
language requirements for positions overseas. For example,
an agency determines that a certain political officer po-
sition requires a proficiency of S-3/R-3. This means who-
ever holds that position should have received that score on
FSI's proficiency test. This type of position is referred to
as a language designated position or a language essential
position throughout our report. How well the various agencies
determine and meet position requirements for foreign languages
are discussed in the remaining chapters of this report.

Defense Language Institute
Forel n Lan ua e Center

The Defense Language Institute's Foreign Language Center,
in Monterey, California, provides language training for the
entire Department of Defense. The Institute was established
in 1963 and is under the administrative control of the Depart-
ment of the Army. In fiscal year 1979, DLI trained about
4,000 persons at a cost of about $11 million.

The Institute conducts full-time intensive language
training and provides technical control for all other
language training conducted in the Department of Defense.
Basic DLI resident courses are to develop functional wore
ing level competencies in listening, comprehension, speak-
ing, reading and writing to prepare students for job-spe-
cific language-orientedassignments. Intermediate and ad-
vanced courses at DLI provide training for increasing the
functional linguistic capabilities of DOD personnel.

DLI also develops non-resident language training pro-
grams for people in the field (primarily in intelligence
activities) to regain, maintain or enhance language pro-
ficiency required by jobs and missions. Non-resident lan-
guage programs also include short language and orientation
courses for military personnel and their dependents. The
non-resident language training usually conducted by mili-
tary commands is provided to approximately 100,000 U.S.
personnel each year.

Over half of DLI's resident students are from the var-
ious military services. Most of the remainder are associ-
ated with other branches of the intelligence community. A
few civil service employees of various U.S. Government agen-
cies also attend DLI classes.
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in commercial facilities

In fiscal year 1979 approximately 430 Federal employees
and dependents received 7.anguage training at commercial
facilities. The total cost for this training was about
$3.3 million of which about $390,000 was for tuition. The
remainder was for salaries and other expenses. In addition,
some Federal employees studied foreign languages part time
at academic institutions.

Twelve departments and agencies that responded to our
questionnaire said they provided language training to
employees through arrangements with commercial institutions
in fiscal year 1979. They indicated that the following were
the primary reasons the training was obtained from these
facilities rather than a Government source, the

--classes were offered at the time employees needed
to take them,

--classes were more conveniently located,

--facilities provided highly specialized vocabulary
not covered in a Government course, and

--proficiency of the student in the language required
specialized instruction.

AID has an indefinite quantity contract with a commer-
cial facility for language training. This contract allows
other Federal agencies to obtain training for a negotiated
rate. This represents the only interagency contract for
language training although other agencies have individual
commercial contracts to help meet their own language needs.

The Peace Corps uses commercial language facilities
overseas to train many of its volunteers. Also, commercial
facilities stateside provide language training for a feW
of the persons in staff positions. During 1979, 22 people
in staff positions and 4,560 volunteers and trainees received
language training costing about $7.4 million.

9



CHAPTER 2

OVERSEAS LANGUAGE DESIGNATED
POSITIONS ARE t OT ADEQUATELY STAFFED

The Federal Government has not fully satisfied its over-
seas foreign language requirements despite a greater emphasis
on identifying and quantifying needs and providing language
training. However, greater success has been achieved filling
language essential positions located in the United States.

Overseas language essential positions are often staffed
by persons lacking the required foreign language competence
in the majority of agencies we reviewed. For example, per-
sons who did not have the full language proficiency required
filled 29 percent of the State Department's overseas language
designated positions, 27 percent of AID's, 30 percent of

ICA's, and 32 percent of DOD's.

In contrast, six Federal agencies with domestic civilian
language essential positions reported that most of those posi-
tions were filled with language qualified personnel.

OVERSEAS CIVILIAN LANGUAGE
ESSENTIAL POSITIONS NOT
FILLED ADEQUATELY

Eight civilian agencies account for most of the civilian
language essential positions overseas. They are State, AID.,
ICA, Peace Corps, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA),
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service (APHIS), and the Foreign Agri-
cultural Service (FAS). Each of five other agencies maintain
between 1 and 20 civilian language designated positions over-
seas. The CIA also has language essential positions overseas,
but we were unable to obtain information on them.

In measuring the success of agencies in filling their
LDPs, we rated each agency against its own self-identified
requirements. Agencies identify language essential positions
and define their skill requirements in different ways. There-
fore, LDP statistics in this report are not comparable.

Listed below are the number of full-time, permanent over-
seas positions, the number of language essential positions
designated by the eight organizations as of September 1979,
the number of filled LDPs, and the number and percentage of
LDPs filled by employees having the required proficiency.
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Civilian Positions Overseas
full-time, _permanent)

Total U.S.
positions Authorized

Occupied-positions
filled

Agency overseas LDPs Filled Number Percent
(note a)

State 5,712 1,320 1,216 858 71

AID 1,515 687 541 394 73

ICA 1,051 421 396 276 70

DEA 292 204 194 189 97

Peace Corps
(staff
positions)

159 72 64 56 88

IRS N.A. 168 168 168 100

FAS 133 60 59 21 36

APHIS 118 112 90 73 81

Note a: Includes all authorized overseas American posi-
tions, both professional and support.

A encies use different a roaches_for
nin their for21gnlangL1212_D2

Section 578 of the Foreign Service Act of 1946, as
amended, requires State and ICA to formally designate over-
seas officer positions that require a "useful knowledge" of
a local language. Section 625(g) of the Foreign Assistance
Act of 1961, as amended, requires that AID do the same.
State and ICA have defined "useful knowledge" as speaking
and reading ability at the 2 or 3 proficiency level. AID
defined it as only speaking ability at the 2 or 3 pro-
ficiency level.

No other agencies are required by legislation to formal-
ly designate language essential positions, however, some,
such as FAS do. DEA does not. To determine overall foreign
language needs we distributed questionnaires to all agencies
we identified having positions requiring knowledge of a
foreign language. In the questionnaire, we asked these
agencies to identify such positions even if they do not nor-
mally do so for their own planning purposes.

Most agencies that identified language essential posi-
tions used the 5-point FSI proficiency scale to define the
level of proficiency required. However, agencies defined
their needs at different skill levels.
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LDpstatisticsdonotreflect the total
12129.

Although LDP statistics are a useful indicator of an
agency's overall language capability, statistics do not give
a complete picture because they (1) do not account for LDP
incumbents who do not meet the full language requirements
of their jobs but do have some knowledge of the required
language; (2) do not include personnel in non-LDPs who know
the local language; and (3) include some LOP incumbents' out-
dLted test scores which may not accurately state their current
ability.

Some LOP incumbents lacking the required competence may
be very close to meeting the requirements of their positions.
As part of our review-we interviewed 195 Federal employees
filling LDP positions in 12 foreign countries. In four Latin
American countries we visited, 42 persons lacked the required
language skill. Twenty-one of these (50 percent) were within
a half point of meeting the* requirement of their positions.
For example, some people with S-2+/R-2+ skills were in S-3/
R-3 positions. Only two LDP incumbents had no proficiency
in the required language.

In addition to the partially proficient LDP incumbents,
a post's total language competence may include language-
qualified persons who are not in LDPs. These people are
not accounted for in LDP data and may represent a consider-
able pool of talent at some posts. For example, ln the
four Latin American posts, 31 employees in jobs that were
not language designated had professional proficiency
(S-3/R-3). Therefore, their skills were in addition to
those represented by the 218 people filling LDPs at these
posts.

Test scores may not accurately represent LDP incum-
bents' current ability. Language students are usually
tested when they complete their training; however, 2 or
3 years may pass before they are retested. In the mean-
time, employees' language abilities may have improved
through usage of the language in their daily work, but
test scores would not necessarily reflect such improve-
ments.

Agencies hive rester difficult
filling LDPs in the hald1!121uAgil

As discussed in chapter 1, languages can generally be
divided into 2 groups - -world languages and hard languages.
The world languages are easier for Americans to learn and
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are more likely to be re-used in an officer's career. For
example, the standard FSI course to prepare an officer for
an S-3/R-3 in Spanish is 20 weeks, but it takes almost 2 years
to reach the same proficiency level in Japanese. Moreover,
there are many more jobs which require Spanish than Japanese.
The State Department has over 400 Spanish LDPs in 20 coun-
tries, compared to only 21 Japanese LDPs--all in Japan.

In part, because of the differences between world and
hard languages, agencies have

--designated a greater percentage of LDPs at posts
where a world language is spoken,

--set higher proficiency level requirements in world
languages, and

--had more success in adequately filling world
language LDPs.

On a sample basis, we made a comparative analysis of
the rates at which world language requirements are filled
versus the rates at which hard languages are filled. Of
the 1,778 filled LDPs requiring proficiency in French and
Spanish, an average 77 percent were adequately filled. Only
50 percent of the same agencies' LDPs requiring proficiencies
in Arabic and Korean were adequately filled.

Agencies' compliance with
LDP_reqyAsements varies

Agencies have had varying degrees of success in filling
LDPs with language qualified personnel.

State

State has staffed 71 percent of its occupied LOPs with
language qualified personnel. This represents a slight change
from the January 1978 rate of 70 percent.

The State Department's compliance rate has fluctuated
between 55 and 74 percent since the LOP system was estab-
lished in 1963. State's analysis of its compliance rate shows
that when there has been a substantial increase in LOPs, the
rate has dropped for a year or two reflecting the training
needed to bring the positions into compliance. Similarly,
when the number of LOPs has been reduced or remained the
same over several years, the compliance level has generally
increased.
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The State Department acknowledged that the 1979 com-
pliance rate is clearly short of what- the system is cap-
able of producing, but pointed out that more than half of
the LOP incumbents who were not in compliance, actually could
speak the required language at the 2 or better level of pro-
ficiency.

Only 1,729 of State's 5,712 overseas positions are
foreign -service officer positions. The others are staff
personnel in various support activities. Seventy-.eight per-
cent of State's officer positions are LDPs. Within the of-
ficer ranks, economic/commercial and political officers per-
form the reporting and analysis functions and have the most
essential need for foreign language skills. State officials
said that incumbents of all LDPs should speak the required
languages, and that language skills are even more essential
in the reporting and analysis functions. An analysis of the
language competence of officers in those 2 functions (repre-
senting 41 percent of all State LDPs) showed 72 percent of
those officers meet the language qualifications for their
jobs.

State has filled 864 positions at the S-3/R-3 level.
This represents about 71 percent of its total filled LDPs.
The rest are at lower levels. In January 1979 the Department
had language essential positions in 42 languages.

AID

AID has staffed 73 percent of its occupied LDPs with
language qualified persons. An additional 11 percent of
the LDP incumbents were within one-half point of their
position's language requirement. Since 1977 both the num-
ber of LDPs and the compliance rate has remained at about
the same level. AID positions require speaking ability
only. Fifty-nine percent of AID's LDPs require an S-3 pro-
ficiency, the rest an 8-2 proficiency.

Ninety-two percent of AID's LDPs are in French and
Spanish. Worldwide, there are only 54 requirements in
languages other than French and Spanish, of which 38 are
for Indonesian. AID's statistics only account for permanent
full-time employees. AID also employs many contract person-
nel overseas whose language competence was not a part of
our review.
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ICA

ICA has staffed 70 percent of its occupied LDPs with
language qualified persons. This represents a significant
increase over ICA's 1975 compliance rate of 58 percent. In
1976, when we reported on our review of ICA's language
competence, 1/ all of ICA's LDPs required an S-3/R-3 proficiency.
Since then, ICA regraded some position requirements at the
2 proficiency level. Currently, 24 percent of ICA's 421 LDPs
require less than S-3/R-3 level skills. ICA has designated
language essential positions in 34 languages.

Other agencies

DEA has staffed 97 percent of its occupied LDPs with
persons who meet the language requirement. It has LDPs
in 12 languages.

Eighty-eight percent of the Peace Corps staff LDPs are
filled with language-qualified persons. Peace Corps staff
are full-time Federal employees who may serve up to 5 years.
Most are hired with required language ability. These LDPs
are in four languages and require speaking proficiency only
Ten positions in the Latin American region require an S-4
proficiency, the others are at the S-3 and S-2 levels. In
addition to the staff, there are about 7,100 volunteers in
over 60 countries. Most volunteers speak the language of
the area in which they are serving. The Peace Corps teaches
over 100 foreign languages, very few of which are spoken by
other Federal employees abroad. We did not include volun-
teers on the chart of Overseas Civilian Positions on page 11

?because volunteers are not employees of the Federal Govern-
ment. However, volunteer training is provided by the Govern-
ment and this is discussed in chapter 4.

The 168 IRS positions all require a knowledge of Span-
ish and are filled by personnel hired with native speaking
ability (S-5/R-5). IRS has a compliance rate of 100 per-
cent.

The Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service and the
Foreign Agricultural Service are both elements of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. All of the Animal and Plant Health In-
spection Service overseas requirements are for Spanish and

1/"Improvement Needed in Language Training and Assignments
for U.S. Personnel Overseas" (ID-76-19; June 16, 1976).
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the Service has filled 81 percent of the' occupied positions
with language qualified personnel. The Foreign Agricultural
Service has requirements in 10 languages, most at the S-3/R-3
level. Only 36 percent of its occupied LDPs are filled with
persons meeting the language requirements at the time of their
assignment.

EFFECT OF INADEQUATE LANGUAGE SKILLS

Officials of Federal agencies serving overseas are often
limited in their ability to effectively carry out their
responsibilities because of insufficient language skills.
We interviewed employees occupying LDP and non-LDP positions.
Many officers described the consequences of their lack of
language skills. The following examples indicate the adverse
effects which can occur because of insufficient language
capabilities.

Department of State

--A consular officer said that he uses an interpreter
--for approximately 20 Percent of his contacts with
local nationals, some of whom are reluctant to deal
through an interpreter.

--An administrative officer occupying an S-3/R-3 LDP
lacks confidence with his S-2+/R-2+ language pro-
ficiency. When dealing with his local national
employees he often needs an interpreter, which
creates an uneasiness among his employees, many of
whom distrust one another.

--An economic and commercial officer who does not
meet the S-3/R-3 proficiency level of his position
said that he must take an officer with a proficiency
level of S-3/R-3 with him when he contacts local
officials because a language qualified person is
needed to get through security checkpoints and to
assist in conducting meetings. Consequently, two
people are required to do the job of one language-
qualified person.

--A regional security officer occupying a non-LDP
said that his position requires frequent contact
with the local police and the bodyguards assigned
to the Ambassador, none of whom speak English.

--Consular officers at another post said that it is
difficult to get the true meaning of a conversation
when working through a translator. This is a prob-
lem when conducting visa interviews and dealing
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with host government officials on behalf of U.S.
citizens.

Interne ional Communication Agency

--An ICA officer who is in an S-2/R-0 LDP but with no
proficiency in the local language said about 50
percent of his contacts speak little English. Be-
cause he does not speak the local language, he
said he cannot read the local newspaper and missed
opportunities for developing helpful contacts.

Military
--A Joint U.S. Military Assistance Group officer in

an S-3/R-3 LDP but with no local language capability,
said he often has a feeling of being "left out"
when using a translator. As part of the Foreign
Military Sales team he makes inspection tours and
observes military training to see how U.S.-provided
equipment is being used During these inspection
tours, he uses a translator when responding to
questions asked by local officials. Because of
this he feels his rapport with local officials has
developed slowly and his communication with them is
less than adequate.

--An assistant air attache serving in an S-3/R-3 LDP has
had no language -training. He needs language ability
to handle situations at local airports such as deal-
ing with security guards, ground handling crews and
other non-English speaking individuals. In addition,
he needs to know the host country language in order
to communicate with non-English speaking attaches
from other countries.

We also interviewed some LDP incumbents who felt that
they perform their duties quite adequately with a language
proficiency lower than the required level. For example,
a consular officer, rated S-1+/R-1 in a position requiring
the S-3/R-3 level said that he has not experienced any
significant problems due to lack of proficiency. He believes
he communicates in an effective manner, and that he is fluent
in what he calls "street Spanish" even though he was tested
well below the level needed for his position. Other LOP
incumbents without the required level also felt their lack
of proficiency had not detracted from the quality of their
performance.
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MOST CIVILIAN LANGUAGE ESSENTIAL DOMESTIC
POSITIONS ARE ADEQUATELY FILLED

Six civilian agencies account for 96 percent of the ap-
proximately 6,200 Federal domestic civilian positions filled
that require knowledge of a foreign language. These are the
(1) Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), (2) Library
of Congress, (3) Voice of America, which is part of ICA,
(4) Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), (5) General
Services Administration (GSA), and (6) Foreign Service In-
stitute. There are 17 additional Federal agencies, each of
which has 50 or fever language essential positions. This
section excludes civilians working for the military services
and in intelligence positions.

Do esticCivilian Positions
(full -time, permanent)

Number of occupied positions
Having

language Adequatly filled
r_suirement Number Percent

INS 4,000 3,800 95
Library of Congress N.A. 1,284 N.A.
Voice of America (ICA) 564 524 93
FBI 226 170 75
GSA 108 107 99
FSI 65 65 100

Many of these domestic positions differ significantly from
the overseas positions requiring language skills in that they
(1) are often filled by personnel hired with the required
language ability rather than by those trained by the agency;
(2) require a higher level of language proficiency than the
overseas positions; (3) are filled by domestic personnel not
required to rotate assignments like overseas personnel (many
incumbents work with one language throughout their careers);
and (4) are required to perform a variety of functions.

Domestic_civilAan_personnel are often hired

24111_,the high level of oficien y required

Many people in domestic civilian language essential
positions have the required language skills when hired. Some
persons--for example, announcers at the Voice of America and
language instructors at the Foreign Service institutemust
have native speaking ability.
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There are also some domestic positions which do not
require a high level of proficiency. For example, the INS
considers personnel to be language qualified when they complete
the required course of training. For the approximately
2,200 Border Patrol employees of INS, this means a 16-week
program of which 25 to 30 percent is language training. INS
does not specify the proficiency level required for its
language essential positions.

Civilian ,ersonnel in domestic
perform a varieLyof functions

The approximately 6,200 language essential civilian
positions filled in the United States require a wide variety
of skills ranging from the ability to speak like a native
to the ability to translate written materials. The functions
performed depend on the work of the agencies. For example,
INS employees who patrol the U.S. border with Mexico speak
limited Spanish; language-qualified Library of Congress
employees acquire and process foreign materials, assist
foreign visitors to the Library and translate material for
other Government agencies; and Voice of America personnel
write and-or translate material and announce radio programs.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE LANGUAGE
ESSENTIAL POSITIONS NOT
FILLED ADEQUATELY

The Department of Defense has about 13,600 authorized
language essential positions of which about 10,800 are
filled. Of the filled positions, about 68 percent (7,333)
are filled at the required proficiency level. These DOD sta-
tistics are for all the branches of service and include all
the DOD employees performing overseas work.

The Department of Defense trains people to speak and
understand foreign languages in order to meet the require-
ments of military duties. Most requirements for intensive
training in foreign languages are in the fields of military
intelligence and communication, the Defense attache program,
and the military missions and advisory groups. Most of the
positions are for the enlisted ranks and most are in the
Army.

Altho)ugh DOD has no legislative requirement to designate
language positions, it does have formal guidelines for deter-
mining language requirements and proficiency levels. Because
of the wide range of jobs using language skills, DOD also has
a wide range of different proficiency level requirements.
Over 60 percent of DOD's positions are authorized at the FSI's
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3 level -- professional proficiency--in either listening, reading,
or speaking areas. DOD trained personnel in over 30 languad s
during fiscal year 1979.

Our review concentrated on the Defense Attache System (DAS)
and the Military Assistance and Advisory Group (MAAC). These
two groups, plus a few Marine Corps guards, comprised the
military personnel contacted at the 12 embassies we visited.

One of the greatest problems DOD has in adequately
filling LDPs is the high attrition rates within the services.
The Army and Navy are experiencing about a 60-percent attri-
tion rate after the first tour while the Air Force's rate is
about 40 percent. Asa result, DOD invests considerable
time and money in training its personnel in foreign languages
only to get a very short return before the enlistment period

ends.

CONCLUSIONS

There are about 24,000 positions overseas that require
knowledge of a foreign language. Civilian overseas language
essential positions are often sta_[ed by persons lacking
the fully required foreign language competence. Six civilian
agencies with LDPs in the United States reported that most
of those positions were filled with language qualified per-
sonnel. In evaluating the success of agencies in filling
LDPs, we rated each agency against its self-identified
requirements.

Eight civilian agencies account for most of the over
3,000 civilian LDPs overseas. These agencies are State,
AID, ICA, Peace Corps, the DEA, the Internal Revenue Service,
the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, and the
Foreign Agricultural Service. About 30 percent of these
agencies' filled overseas LDPs are staffed by personnel not
having the required language proficiency.

The Department of Defense has about 10,600 language
essential positions filled by military and civilian em-
ployees located in the United States and overseas. Of the
occupied positions, about 32 percent are staffed by person-
nel not having the required language proficiency.

Six civilian agencies account for most of the approx-
imately 6,200 language essential positions filled in the
United States. Four reported 93 percent or higher compli-
ance. These agencies are the Voice of America, INS, GSA and
the Foreign Service Institute. The FBI reported 75 per-
cent compliance. The Library of Congress was unable to
report the number of positions inadequately filled.
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An agency's LDP compliance rate is a useful measure
of an agency's success in meeting its language needs as it
defines them. But, because agencies use different approaches
for identifying language essential positions and defining
their skill requirements, these LDP statistics are not com-
parable. For example, some agencies authorize LDPs from the
S-1 to the S-5/R-5 proficiency levels, while others do not
formally identify LDPs at all. If an agency told us it had
an S-1 LDP filled by an employee with S-1 proficiency we
credited that agency with adequately filling its needs. If,
however, an agency told us it had an S-5/R-5 LDP filled by
an employee with S-4+/R-4+ proficiency, we counted that posi-
tion as not in compliance, despite the fact that the S-4+/R-4+
level represents a much higher absolute proficiency than the
S-1 level.

In evaluating LDP statistics, it is important to note
that they do not reflect the total language capability of
an agency or post because they (1) do not account for LDP
incumbents who do not meet the full language requirements
of their jobs, but do have some knowledge of the required
language; (2) do not include personnel in non-LDPs who know
the local languages; and (3) include some LDP incumbents'
outdated test scores which may not accurately state their
current ability.

Even though greater language expertise than indicated
by LDP statistics often exists at posts, in some cases it
is not sufficient. Inadequate language skills may force
officers to limit their contacts with host country nationals
or to rely on an interpreter to conduct business. Some
officers whom we interviewed said they felt frustrated and
ineffective because they lacked the required language ability.
They realized they were missing opportunities for working
more closely with host country nationals and recognized
the potential for distortion and intimidation when working
through interpreters.

Civilians in language essential positions in the United
States do not face these same problems. Many are hired with
the language skills required by their jobs. Some of these
jobs require native speaking ability, while others require a
much lower proficiency, satisfied by a brief training course.
The Department of Defense must deal with high attrition rates
which complicate its efforts to adequately fill its LDPs.
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CHAPTER

PERSONNEL POLICIES SHOULD FULLY
RECOGNIZE LANGUAGE NEEDS AND SKILLS

Agencies have not adequately filled their language
designated positions. Officials cite the pressure to quickly
fill vacancies, in part because of such events as medical
emergencies, retirements, and changing conditions in the host
country, as the major reason for this inadequacy. These are
legitimate problems over which they have little control given
the limitations of money and positions. However, many person-
nel policies over which the agencies do have some control are
also contributing factors.

--Personnel are rotated among posts every to 4

years.

--Language waivers are frequently issued, allowing
an officer to report to pdst without appropriate
language training.

--In some job categories language proficiencies
have little effect on career advancement beyond
junior officer levels.

--Numerous disincentives to studying hard languages
exist.

--Monetary incentives to study and use incentive
languages have been used sparingly.

In addition, the procr of designating positions at
the State Department has c(, ?(A some misunderstandings con-
cerning position requiremen., at posts and for potential
LDP incumbents, creating additional problems in assignments
and training.

ROTATION POLICIES RESULT IN MANY PEOPLE
MitSEA-$ WITHOUT NECESSARY LANGUAGE SKILLS

Agencies' assignment policies require that employees
rotate among posts overseas every 2 to 4 years. The
practices of rotating assignments and minimizing post
vacancies increase the difficulty of filling LDPs with
qualified personnel.

Assigning personnel is usually a highly complex pro-
cedure involving numerous factors; language proficiency is
but one Many factors limit assignment options, including



grade level and availability of an individual for assignment.
Also, as we noted in our prior reports, language capability
is often viewed as a secondary requirement, and primary job
skills, such as experience in particular fields, are em-
phasized. In addition, some agencies--such as State,
AID, and ICA--encourage their employees to serve in more
than one geographical area to broaden their perspectives and
experiences. This kind of policy, while having its own
merits, does not permit full utilization of personnel who
already have a particular foreign language proficiency.

DEA, however, only assigns volunteers or ones who
apply for an announced vacancy to an LDP. Thus, re-use of
language skills only occurs if someone reapplies for another
vacancy. FAS, on the other hand, has a very small attache
pool and re-uses personnel whenever possible in all lan-
guages.

State, ICA and AID

The law requires each of State's, ICA's, and AID's
LOPs to be filled with an employee meeting the language
requirements. Assignment policies are clear. When indi-
viduals assigned to positions requiring language profi-
ciency do not have the required language skills, they are
supposed to receive language instruction before assuming
duties at post. In practice, some personnel report to po
without the required language skills, often because they
are needed there before training is completed or even begun.

Since our last report, State, AID and ICA have improved
their assignment policies to provide increased lead time
for assigning officers. As provided by law, each agency
has developed a system of exceptions which allows someone
without the necessary qualifications to occupy an LDP. At
State and ICA, any officer not meeting the language re-
quirements of the position must be exempted from them if
appropriate training is not scheduled. Waivers must ex-
plain the emergency conditions necessitating their is-
suance. AID requires language waivers for all underquali-
tied officers even if they have completed the prescribed
amount of training.

ICA had more specific criteria for approving waivers
than the other two agencies, but rarely used its own system.
During the 4-month period of June-September 1979, only one
waiver was issued and this one did not address emergency
conditions. At 12 of the posts visited, ICA had not filled
21 of the 60 LDPs with language-qualified officers, yet
only two waivers had been issued.
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At the State Department a major reason cited for each
of the waivers issued from June through September was that
the need to minimize post vacancies created by an incum-
bent's leaving left inadequate time for language training.
The Department had 45 LDP incumbents lacking the required
language proficiency at the 12 overseas posts we visited
in late 1979.

AID's waivers were often issued (1) when an employee
could not extend training beyond the prescribed amount long
enough to attain the required proficiency (State and ICA
do not issue waivers in these cases) and (2) to fill im-
mediate-need post vacancies. AID missions were located
at 7 of the 12 posts we visited. At the seven missions, 18
persons with less than the required language proficiency
filled LDPs, but only 6 waivers had been issued.

At each of the three agencies waivers usually did not
explain why a post vancancy 'represented an emergency. Waivers
generally did not weigh the long-term disadvantages of assign-
ing the underqualified officer against the shorter term bene-
fits. Finally, waivers seldom indicate what other options--
such as assigning another officer or sending a temporary
replacement- -have been explored.

Waivers issued to allow an underqualified officer to
report to post reflect the posts' practical solution to
the problem of needed staff. However, the waiver system
does not resolve language proficiency problems. The degree
of non-LDP compliance, the lack of documented "emergency
conditions" in waivers and the built-in pressure from the
post to fill vacancies prevent the waiver system from being
an effective management tool.

DOD

Within the DOD Defense Attache System (DAS), individuals
are selected for assignments from the various military serv-
ices based on assignment requirements. DAS currently has
66 posts requiring a language proficiency other than English.

DAS appears to identify personnel for overseas assign-
ments early enough to provide training. We reviewed 46 cases
of current attaches in the 12 countries we visited and found
the following:
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Number
Requirement of Language

level positions uali wed

S-2/R-2 2 2

S-2/R-3 5 4

S-3/R-2 7 6
S -3/R -3 32 27

46 39

DAS does not have a formal waiver system, and only a few
comments were noted in the personnel files concerning reasons
for no training, or limited training.

FAS

The Department of Agriculture's FAS has not been to-
tally successful in filling language essential positions.
Program officials said that FAS tries to select a person to
fill an LDP 12 months in advance. However, selection usually
occurs 9 to 10 months before the assignment. These delays
lessen the actual time available for language training.
Training officials stated that a continuing problem in lan-
guage training is the reluctance of operational managers to
release persons for long-term (20 weeks) training. Another
situation which could account for FAS not filling 64 percent
of its occupied positions at the required proficiency level
is the direct transfer of persons from one overseas post to
another.

According to FAS officials, the re-use of language
capabilities is often planned at the time of the first as-
signment. For example, FAS will assign an individual as an
assistant attache in a post requiring a hard language. At
a later time, the person will be reassigned as the agri-
cultural attache to a post using the same hard language.

LANGUAGE SKILL NOT ADEQUATELY RECOGNIZED
IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

Language skills in some career functions do not appear
to have a significant impact on the career development of
those assigned to certain overseas jobs and, in fact, some
disincentives to learn hard languages exist. Incentive
programs, like those recently expanded at State, should help
overcome some of these obstacles.
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State, ICA and AID

State, ICA and AID recognize the utility of foreign
language skills. Newly appointed State and ICA officer

candidates are on language probation and may receive only
one promotion and at State may not be tenured until they
achieve a specified level of proficiency in at least one

language. The level depends on the language's difficulty
and the complexity of the writing system. Entry level AID
officers are required to attain a minimum 5-2 level of lan-
guage proficiency during their 2-year intern program. Interns

may be terminated if they are unable to reach that level,
and like State and ICA employees, they also are limited to

one promotion before they acquire the required-proficiency.

State and ICA also have a goal that each officer, be-
fore reaching the senior level, be able to use two foreign
languages at the S-3/H-3 level. This goal, however, is
not used as a basis for restricting promotions to the
senior level. AID has no similar policy.

In State and ICA, language skills, beyond the initial
requirement, are recognized in promotion precepts. However,

one study performed by a State Department official con-
cluded that language proficiencies--hard, world, or any
combination--are not predictors for promotion rates for
Foreign Service officers. Both State and ICA officials
said this may be true for officers who perform administra-
tive functions, but not for officers with reporting and
analysis responsibilities or whose job requires signifi-
cant contact with the local population.

Some officers feel that the 1 or 2 years spent in long-
term training for hard languages could actually hurt one's
career progression, i.e., time is spent away from the oper-
ational environment. Although this fear may not appear to
be justified, it sometimes deters individuals from volunteer-
ing for training.

Furthermore, if an employee has developed language ex-
pertise, he or she is expected to spend a good portion of
service in that language area This may discourage some
people from seeking training in hard languages because many
are used in few geographic areas, sometimes in no more than
one country. This in turn might provide officers with few
positions to which they can aspire later in their careers.
Often, too, these language areas are hardship posts with dif-
ficult living conditions. Taken together, the perceived
career limitations and potentially frequent assignments to
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hardship posts work to deter some officers from volunteering
for hard language training.

Other agencies

DAS officers are drawn from the military services for
duty at U.S. embassies overseas. Their assignment, including
training, usually lasts up to 5 years. Program managers do
not feel that DAS experience hurts the promotion potential
of officers. We were told, however, that officers sometimes
view DAS as a negative career factor, but, as in State,
program managers say no evidence supports such a view.

At DEA, officials said there is little career enhance-
ment in connection with overseas assignments. High visi-
bility during an assignment may help at promotion time Some
agents, according to DEA officials, feel the assignments can
be negative. Program managers added that no one in DEA's
current upper management has served overseas.

Incentiypjlpi221E!

Several agencies recognize that some disincentives exist
for an officer to volunteer for hard language training. The
growing need for proficiency in these languages caused State,
ICA and AID to develop monetary incentive programs which en-
courage employees to develop and/or maintain language skills.
We believe the use of incentives is a useful step toward im-
proving language competence but needs to be expanded if it
is to make a difference in competency rates.

Until very recently, the Uniform State /ICA policy on
monetary incentives was restricted to junior officers for
study and proficiency of a small group of particularly
needed hard languages. In 1979, this group included about
15 languages. Until recently these incentives included:

--Salary increases for junior officers, following
successful completion of 16 weeks of intensive
training.

--Additional salary increases for junior officers,
upon achieving a rating of 5-3/R-3 or simply 5-3
in a language position not requiring a reading
skill.

In fiscal year 1979, the following numbers of employees
received monetary incentives.
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16 weeks of intensive study

State ICA

Arabic 23 4

Bengali 1 0

Korean 1 1

Thai 3

Turkish 2

30 7

Achievemen-

ate ICA

Bengali 2

Korean 1

Thai 1

4

The State Department recently expanded its incentive
program to include:

-- Expansion of salary increases beyond junior officer
levels (F S° 6, 7, 8) through mid-level ranks (FSO
3, 4, 5) for the study and achievement of S-3/R-3
proficiency in selected languages.

--10 percent salary bonus for the above personnel with
an S-3/R-3 proficiency and an additional 5 percent
for the S-4/R-4 level, serving in an LOP at an
incentive language post.

--10 percent salary bonus for language qualified per-
sonnel at the S-3/R-3 level and an additional 5 per-
cent at the S-4/R-4 level, who return for second
or third tours in countries with a language in-
centive whether or not those people occupy an LDP.

After evaluating how these provisions will affect its budget,
ICA will consider implementing them.

We believe these expanded provisions are an excellent
step. For the first time, language competence outside of
an LOP will be recognized and re-use of language skills
already developed will be rewarded. State has requested
funds to expand the program in fiscal year 1981 to include
all hard languages.

AID also has incentive programs, with somewhat dif-
ferent provisions. AID Foreign Service employees, whether
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they are in an LDP or not, are eligible for language
incentive pay increases for proficiency in all languages ex-
cept French, Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian, provided that
the language is spoken in the country to which they are
assigned.

AID employees with an FSI rating of S-1 are eligible
for one within-grade step increase. Those with an S-2
or better rating are entitled to two within-grade step in-
creases, with the provision that no more than two step in-
creases will be given for any language regardless of the
tested level of proficiency.

Personnel studying the AID incentive languages are also
eligible for incentive pay increases. At the end of 16
weeks of intensive language training employees receive an
increase regardless of tested proficiency. Additional in-
creases are granted when they reach the S-2 level.

In fiscal year 1979, the following number of AID per-
sonnel received incentive within-grade step increases:

16 weeks of intensive stud

Indonesian

Achievement of -1

Bengali
Persian (Afghan)
Eastern Arabic
Indonesian
Nepali
Swahili
Thai
Urdu

3

Achievement of S-2

1 Amharic
1 Akan /Twi a/
3 Persian (Afghan)
4 Bengali
1 Eastern Arabic
1 Indonesian
1 Nepali
1 Haitian Creole

Thai
13 Urdu

a/A local language in Central Africa.

1

2
1

1

4

13
2

2

3

2
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FAS grants incentive awards on an annual basis to eli-
gible employees who attain or maintain targeted levels of
foreign language proficiency in languages used by FAS either
overseas or in Washington. Employees need not be in language
positions but must be eligible for overseas assignments.
The FAS program was begun in 1975 when 20 awards amounting
to $8,250 were given. By 1978, the program had grown to
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47 awards totaling $17,600. An employee can receive awards
for up to 2 languages--3 if the third language is Chinese

or Japanese. FAS's program contrasts with State's in that
FAS awards specific amounts ranging from $100 to $500.

STATE'S DESIGNATION PROCESS

The Department has established a system for identifying
language essential positions. However, State's procedures
for designating LDPs have resulted in some misunderstanding
at posts concerning which positions are properly classified
language essential. The Department's most recent official
worldwide LDP review was in January 1978 during which the
overseas posts reported positions in which language compe-
tence was considered essential. State reviewed those posi-
tions but did not officially inform the overseas posts
of the results of the review. In one country we visited,
this resulted in some confusion. Post officials there had
three sets of LDP records. Discrepancies existed in 9 of
the 17 positions--four discrepancies in the classification
of a position as an LDP, and five in the proficiency level
required.

State has neither a requirement for periodic worldwide
reviews, nor formalized procedures for changing language
designations between such assessments. The Department, how-
ever, has reviewed LDPs about every 2 years. A number of
posts have recommended changes since the January 1978
review. Although State may not have responded formally
to these requests, officials said the posts' recommended
changes are treated as LDPs for training and assignment
purposes--even though the official record would show no
change in position needs.

This informal designation process has created confusion
at some posts over which positions are actually LDPs. We
did not identify any immediate deficiency resulting from
the Department's records, although we believe, and some
post officials agree, that records containing out-of-date
information could affect the assignment and training of
future LDP incumbents. For example, if an LDP and the
appropriate skill level are not accurately reflected on
State records, State cannot ensure that language capabil-
ities are appropriately considered in making assignments
and that the appropriate time is allowed for training.
State Department officials in Washington acknowledged the
discrepancies in various sets of records but denied such
errors could cause problems in the assignment and training
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process. They explained that assignments are made in
Washington and post data is irrelevant. They also said that
the people making the assignments have the correct data.

During our review, State officials informed each post
of its informal designation process and assured them that,
despite the fact that their interim recommendations have
not been confirmed, State is making every effort to comply
with their requests and provide language training to of-
ficers assigned-to recommended LDPs. State officials have
said they would respond to each request received since Jan-
uary 1978 and are also considering revising their designation
procedures to allow for prompt updating.

CONCLUSIONS

Agencies have not adequately filled their LDPs. Offi-
cials cite the need to quickly fill vacancies as a major cause.
We recognize the pressure to assign Foreign Service officers,
.especially in smaller posts with limited local national
staff and only a few Americans. However, other personnel
policies are contributing factors.

State, AID and ICA rotate their officers every 2 to
4 years. In so doing, they sometimes grant waivers exempt-
ing replacements from language requirements. Waivers often
fail to document emergencies which justified their issu-
ance, and do not weigh the long-term disadvantages of assign-
ing undergualified officers against the short-term benefits
of filling positions sooner. We believe that officials at
agency headquarters should take an even more stringent ap-
proach in requiring an explanation of emergency conditions
when approving waivers. One way to ensure that waivers are
held to a minimum at any one post, would be to limit waivers
for any agency at any post. For example, agencies might
establish a 5 percent "no competence" and 10 percent "partial
competence" limit at any post.

We also believe that agency senior management should be
periodically told how many, and why, waivers were issued;
what the emergency conditions were that necessitated is-
suing them; and whether other options were considered.
Specific reoccurring causes could then be identified and
agency action taken if necessary. Of the three agencies,
only ICA's regulations contain such a requirement.

Language skills are not adequately recognized in ca-
reer development policies. Beyond an initial requirement
which keeps officers on probation until one language is
learned, skills have little effect in promotion decisions
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in some job categories. Furthermore, perceived career
limitations from spending time in long-term training, and
potentially frequent assignments to undesirable posts, deter
some officers from volunteering for hard language training.
Monetary incentive programs are useful in encouraging vol-
unteers for this training. AID already has such a policy
for monetary incentives and State has expanded its policy.
The relative weight of language competence and improvements
should be increased in the precepts for promotion boards
both to provide incentives and more meaningful rewards at
all levels.

Finally, State's process for designating LDPs results
in situations which can adversely affect both assignments
and training. State should formalize its process for changing
LDPs and provide posts with adequate feedback when the changes
occur.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend the Secretary of State, Director of ICA,
and Administrator of AID:

--Ensure that language waivers, allowing non-language
qualified officers to occupy LDPs, are issued only
under genuine emergency conditions. Waivers should
weigh the long-term disadvantages against theshort-
term benefits of assigning a less-than-qualified
officer. Waivers should be required whenever an
officer does not meet the language requirement,
no matter how much training is provided, as AID
currently does.

--Require an annual report on the reasons why waivers
were issued aad the emergency conditions that re-
quired waivers.

--Give greater emphasis
promotion decisions.

anguage proficiencies in

--Require LDP designation procedures be reviewed
to allow for timely updating, feedback to posts
on their recommendations, and expeditious record-
ing of changes on all official documents.
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CHAPTER 4

FOREIGN LANGUAGE TRAINING
PROGRAMS NEED IMPROVEMENTS

Government foreign language training programs do not al-
ways provide personnel with the language proficiency required
to do their jobs. At the end of the standard course of
language training many students do not have the level of
language competence necessary to do their jobs and what they
have learned is often not specifically related to the require-
ments of their job. In addition, many people occupying LDPs
who lack the language qualificaticins are not enrolled in
language classes at overseas posts. Furthermore, these
classes are not meeting the needs of all of those who are.

The Foreign Service Institute's School of Language
Studies trains most civilian Federal employees assigned to
LDPs overseas, and trained over 2,000 employees and depend-
ents in 1979. About half of them were from agencies other
than the State Department. This chapter is primarily con-
cerned with the language training provided by FSI. However,
we do discuss the need for more effective training provided
by the Peace Corps.

The Department of Defense, through DLI, conducts the
largest and most varied language program in the Federal
Government which involves over 100,000 people annually. DLI
trains people to speak and understand foreign languages
to meet the needs of military duties. Most of the specific
job requirements for intensive language training are the
fields of military intelligence and communications and the
Defense attache program (80 percent) and the various mili-
tary missions and advisory groups (20 percent). We did not
review the training provided the intelligence community by
the Defense Language Institute, nor the training conducted
by the military commands.

MANY FSI STUDENTS_DO NOT MEET THE RE UIRED
PROFICIENCY LEVEL BY THE END OF TRAINING

A 1976 FSI report noted that (1) only 52 percent
the Foreign Service officers-- regardless of aptitude,
starting level, or length of training--reached S-3/R-3
or better by the end of Washington training, and (2) an
additional 22 percent reached the 2+ level. This shows
that, in many cases, officers assigned to LDPs did not
meet the language requirements when they arrived at a post,
despite having had the full term of language training.
This situation still exists and pertains to students from
other agencies as well.



The current length of training is intended to provide
a student with a good language aptitude a reasonable chance
of achieving S-3/R-3 in the world languages and S-2/R-2 in
the hard languages. It is limited by cost and the time avail-
able to students.

To produce a higher percentage of graduates with the
level of competence required by their positions, the Depart-
ment considered adding 4 weeks to the "standard" 20-week

courses but, because of the additional costs, decided not
to automatically extend the courses. State alternatively
allowed selected students to receive extended language train-
ing. However, this option has not solved the problem.

Posts depend on the arrival of an employee, at a partic-
ular time, who may have already made irreversible plans for .

moving before the decision was made that he or she remain
in training. Consequently, agencies continue to fill LDPs
with people who do not have the required level of proficiency.

We believe that extending some classes by 4 weeks on
an experimental basis would likely produce a higher percentage
of graduates with the level of competence required by their
positions. We agree with FSI that this may be long enough
for students only one-half a point below their goal at the
end of the standard courses to reach that goal. AID, however,
said 8 weeks are required for AID personnel to move from the
S-2+ to the S-3 level.

SOME FSI COURSES DO NOTFULLY
PREPARE STUDENTS FOR SPECIFIC JOBS

Some FSI graduates are not fully prepared to use their
language skills on the job when they first arrive at a post.
This results, in part, from the fact that not all language
courses are tailored to the needs of specific jobs and, there-
fore, fail to prepare students for the situations they com-
monly encounter on the job. It can also be attributed to the
fact that many students have only used the language in class-
room situations and need further experience in dealing with
native speakers. The post language programs are intended
to provide followup to full-time Washington training. But,
later in this chapter we point out that many officers do not
have the time to attend post classes and, even for those who
do, the 1 hour a day, 5 days a week schedule may be insuf-
ficient to give them the help they need.

FSI management recognized this problem and is trying to
make language training more relevant to the jobs students
perform at posts. For example, FSI already offers special
programs for consular officers in Spanish and Arabic. An
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FSI official has proposed that the Institute identify the
specific job-related elements such as vocabulary needs of
officers concerned with political, economic, consular,
administrative, and cultural affairs as well as military,
labor, and agricultural matters. He has also suggested tl-Tt
FSI identify the types of situations in which these categories
of officers are most likely to use the language and incorpor-
ate simulations of these into the language classes. FSI of-
ficials are working to accomplish those suggestions.

The Dean of FSI's School of Language Studies and other
officials also support full-time language training in the
country to which an officer is assigned as another way of
preparing personnel to fully use their language skills. Such
training would follow full-time language training in Washing-
ton, not-replace it. Generally, this type of training is
costly and time consuming so FSI will consider requests on
an:individual basis. In addition to the FSI overseas field
schools, FSI also pays for some language students to attend
1- to 2-month programs at foreign universities and institutes.
For example, FSI plans to send 12 to 15 students to in-country
training in hard languages in fiscal year 1980. AID has also
sent a number of employees to full-time language training
programs in Guatemala and Indonesia following training at
FSI.

Some positions may actually require a higher level of
proficiency than S-3/R-3 (see ch. 5). If FSI becomes respon-
sible for training personnel beyond the S -3/R -3 level, longer
classes in Washington and more full-time in-country language
training will be required. FSI officials said they could
not train individuals to the S-4/R-4 level in a Washington
classroom, because that level requires a broad range of
experiences achieved only by living in the country.

LANGUAGE SKILLS MAINTENANCE

Although State/ICA regulations say the employee is respon-
sible for maintaining foreign language competence, these
agencies, along with AID, FAS, DOD and Peace Corps do pro-
vide refresher training for employees with less-than-needed
proficiency. All of these agencies normally pay for such
training only when it is required for a current or upcoming
assignment. We did not determine the conditions under which
other agencies provide such training.

The justification for all State/ICA language training
is job-related need and agency policy only provides for
retraining when it is needed for a specific assignment.
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FSI helps personnel refresh their language ability
by sending language training material and tapes to over-
seas posts for employees to use informally on their own..
Self-study materials are normally issued when an employee
has a definite upcoming assignment to a country where the
language is spoken.

The practice of training personnel only after they have
been identified for an assignment clearly represents a judici-
ous use of training resources in the short-run. Some persons
during the course of our review offered the observation that
programs to maintain foreign language skills of those employ-
ees who do not presently have a need for them may be useful.
Such programs would include periodic retesting of skill levels
when employees are in Washington, D.C., and programs to main-
tain or upgrade skills to a desired level.

Of course, it is difficult to justify the expense of
these kinds of programs in view of more immediate needs.
The counter argument sugge'sts that the maintenance programs
would, in the long -run, be more economical than retraining
programs.

Many officers in Washington take advantage of FSI Early
Morning Language Classes to upgrade their language
These.classes are offered 1 hour a day, 5 days a week for
17 weeks in French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Russian,
and Spanish. Personnel with an immediate job-related need
for the language are given priority in these classes. AID
also offers classes in French and Spanish in Washington.
These classes are taught by commercial instructors twice
each week from noon to 2:00 p.m.

The largest program for upgrading language skills is
the post language program which is intended to serve the
needs of those stationed in a country where the language
is spoken.

POSTS' LANGUAGE PROGRAMS

Language programs at overseas posts are not being fully
used to upgrade language skills. Many people who should be
enrolled in post language classes are not. Also, there is
usually (1) a lack of emphasis on language training by
post officials, (2) insufficient information on staff pro,
ficiency available at posts, and (3) inadequate supervision
and guidance from FSI in Washington.
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Under
enrolled in

ualified LDPincumbents_are not
the post langLi.22112glam

State, ICA, and AID regulations require underqualified
LDP incumbents to enroll in post language programs. State
and ICA direct underqualified LDP incumbents to take the
most intensive language training consistent with the require-
ments of their jobs, until they reach the position-designated
proficiency. AID requires LOP incumbents without the speci-
fied proficiency to be enrolled in a post's program, unless
the mission director determines that additional training
would not be effective. Foreign Agricultural Service regu-
lations direct employees serving at posts requiring language
proficiency to enroll in a part-time, tutorial program until
they meet the specified proficiency.

DAS encourages employees to enroll in post language pro-
grams when they arrive in a country without the required
proficiency. Marine Corps guards, although they have no
language requirement, are also encouraged to attend the post
programs.

Agencies continue to assign personnel who lack the re-
quired language skills to LOPs. And yet, at 8 of the posts
visited, 32 of the 68 (47 percent) underqualified incumbents
of language-designated positions were not attending the posts'
language training classes. Some individuals said they did
not have enough time to attend classes, traveled frequently

iand lacked interest in learning the language, or felt their
current proficiency was adequate, even though it was less
than required.

Post officials do not encourage officers to
atteaq_1212214g!212 due to insufficient
information on officers' language abilities

Supervisory personnel of various agencies overseas
seldom encourage LDP incumbents to enroll in post language
training programs. Training at the posts we visited was
voluntary, and only those underqualified LOP incumbents who
sought training were enrolled. Officials believed the train-
ing would not be effective unless the individual was motivated
to learn. In addition, post officials often are not aware
that an LDP incumbent has a low proficiency level, because
FSI language test scores are not always available at a post.

In response to our 1976 report, which commented on this
problem, the Department of State said:
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"The Department agrees that providing overseas posts
with proficiency scores of personnel proceeding to
overseas assignments would greatly assist post of-
ficials in identifying language training needs.
PSI will work out a system to notify posts of
the final proficiency ratings of employees complet-
ing Washington training."

According to PSI officials, the Institute did develop
a system for routinely notifying posts of State and ICA
employees' end-of-training proficiency scores. However,
posts may still not have an accurate picture of their
officers' language proficiency for several reasons.

--The system only accounts for officers who have
gone through FSI training and not those who
received training at commercial facilities
or had some previously acquired knowledge of the
language. ICA does notify posts of an officer's
language proficiency in these latter instances
when a person is assigned. State does not.

--PSI only notifies posts of an officer's language
proficiency at the end of training if State or
ICA have indicated on the request-for-training
form that the officer is assigned to an LDP.
However, the form has no block for indicating
if the position is an LOP and agencies occasion-
ally fail to identify positions as such.

--When posts receive end-of-training proficiency
reports, they may not maintain the information.

AID has developed a system for notifying AID missions
of underqualified officers' language test scores at the end
of training. The agency is required to issue waivers if an
officer does not meet the requirements for an LDP. These
waivers exempt the officer from meeting a required level of
proficiency and explain why the level could not initially
be met. In addition, AID provides posts with monthly staffing
patterns which indicate LDP positions, the incumbents, and
the incumbents' most recent test scores. AID also routinely
informs missions of employees' test scores and the language
requirements for each waiver case.

Such information, if provided routinely on all post
positions would give the principal officer at the post an
overview of the post's language skills, provide a basis
for planning the post's language program, and identify
officers who should be attending. State has a similar
computer printout listing LDP incumbents and their test
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scores by post; however, currently the information is not
routinely sent to the posts.

post an ut o ems are difficult e ent

Poor management of the language programs at several
posts we visited resulted in funding problems and the in-
ability to meet the needs of underqualified LDP incumbents.
For example, insufficient funds and poor use of available
funds have resulted in

--canceling some classes in the fourth quarter of
the fiscal year because funds ran out;

- -failing to provide the most effective training
for underqualified LDP incumbents, including in-
dividual tutoring when appropriate;

- -failing to provide training to all employees and
dependents who would like to take it; and

--using unsatisfactory instructional material at
some posts.

The post language officer, with assistance from the FSI
regional language supervisor, is responsible for administer-
ing posts' language programs locally. The post language
officer is also assisted by a pool of FSI linguists and
senior instructors who are stationed in Washington and
serve part-time in this capacity. They visit posts where
they advise and assist principal officers and chief repre-
sentatives of other participating agencies on all aspects
of post language programs as well as administer language
proficiency tests. They also help select and train local
instructors and recommend suitable training materials, and
other ways to improve the quality of instruction.

The post language officer also is responsible for formula-
ting and implementing a single, fully coordinated language
training program to meet the needs of all participating
agencies. However, this officer has no control over other
agencies' actions and is dependent on them providing in-
formation concerning their language needs- We visited sev-
eral posts where the post language system was not working
and some agencies had started their own language program.

In Indonesia, Korea, and Japan, agencies provided their
own language training, in addition to the posts' language
programs. In Indonesia, the Defense Liaison Group, AID,
and FAS provided language training, because officials said
the post's language programs could not meet the needs of all
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agencies. Post language officers and the regional language'
supervisor said they did not monitor training provided by
other agencies.

Need for fuidance from FSI

FSI's responsibility for developing and supervising
posts' language training programs includes-(1) allocating
money for instructors, (2) furnishing training materials
and equipment, (3) providing guidance through correspondence
or visits by supervising linguists, and (4) reviewing the
practices of each program to ensure that funds are being
spent judiciously.

In 1976, we noted several problems concerning the man-
agement of post language programs. We then recommended
that the Secretary of State direct the Foreign Service in-
stitute to devote more time to evaluating the management of
post programs, particularly during visits to posts.

At that time, the Department of State responded:

"The Department has been increasingly aware of
these shortcomings, all of them stemming,from one
basic problem: lack of adequate supervision to
programs in the field ***.

"The Department recognizes the necessity of station-
ing Regional Language Supervisors (RLS) at strategic
locations in the field to provide professional lan-
guage training and testing assistance to posts."

In the past, FSI had assigned part-time regional lan-
guage supervisor responsibilities to the directors of the
field language schools. In 1979 the Institute established
a Washington-based pool of about 30 supervisory linguists
and senior instructors who are to make one or two trips a
year as regional language supervisors. The directors of
the field schools also visit some posts annually. FSI has
identified about 100 "major" posts--of a total 185 posts
with language training programs--and hopes to ensure that
each is visited once a year. In the last 9 months of
fiscal year 1979, FSI employees visited about 60 posts in
the role of regional language supervisor.

Although support by part-time regional language super-
visors is helpful, we believe that more frequent and longer
visits from FSI will be necessary.
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IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN
PEACE CORPS LANGUAGE TRAINING

Standards of proficiency should be raised in the Peace
Corps language training programs for volunteers, and staff
standards should be established. Also, training programs
should be improved.

The Peace Corps staff are Federal employees who may
serve up to 5 years. Volunteers are not salaried employees
of the U.S. Government and usually serve for only 2 years.
Before being sworn in as volunteers, they are in pre-service
training status and called trainees.

The Peace Corps Act, as amended, states that volunteers
must possess the language profi4iency required to do their
jobs. This act does not address the issue of language pro-
ficiency for staff, nor does it require the Peace Corps to
designate language essential positions.

In 1979, the Peace Corps had 72 staff positions overseas
which required language proficiency.

Current training_ for volunteers and staff

Pre-service, in-country training
i

for Peace Corps train-
ees usually lasts about 14 weeks and includes at least
250 hours of intensive foreign language instruction. How-
ever, trainees' language learning experience is much more
intense than this period of formal language training would
indicate. Trainees receive training in the local language
in technical skills and cross-cultural relations. Moreover,
many Peace Corps trainees usually live with a local family,
which means they use the local language even when not in the
classroom. Volunteers usually receive an additional 1-to-2
weeks of in-service training during their first year.

The peace Corps approach to language training for vol-
unteers is unique in the Federal Government. Except for a
few positions requiring French or Spanish and those in
English-speaking countries, it is assumed that all volunteers
need language training although there are no overall Peace
Corps standards for volunteers. The emphasis is on quickly
providing volunteers with "survival skills" in the local
language (usually defined as S-1+ by the end of preservice
training), so they can begin work immediately. The Peace
Corps assumes that volunteers will increase their profici-
ency rapidly during the first year because they will be
using the language constantly. Despite this concentrated
training, many volunteers feel their language proficiency
is lower than needed to carry out their jobs.
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Peace Corps staff members are employed usually to serve
up to 5 years in a particular country. They usually have
the required language skill as a condition of employment.
The Peace Corps, however, does provide some language train-
ing for staff and dependents through commercial facilities.
In fiscal year 1979, 22 Peace Corps staff employees received
training at a cost of $3,693.

Higher_ standards needed for volunteers

in a 1978 survey about one quarter of the volunteers
responding said they used their host country language at
least half of the time at work and evaluated their profi-
ciency as S-1 or below. Since the S-1 level was defined
in the survey as "able to converse in a social situation in
a very limited way, no proficiency in technical language for
job," better language training seems in order. This thought
was supported by the respondents, only 60 percent of whom
rated their language training positively. Other volunteers
may not have the ability to do their jobs adequately.

The Peace Corps has-no agency-wide language profici-
ency standards for volunteers. Currently, many country
posts have set an informal goal of 5 -1+ for the end of
preservice training. Since this level may not provide a
sufficient basis for continued language learning on the job,
the.Peace Corps should determine what level of language
skill is required, set specific goals, and train accordingly.

Sher_ standar s needed for staff

The Peace Corps prefers all staff personnel to speak
the local language at the S-3 level; however, this is riot
a formal requirement. Language proficiency requirements
for staff vary among the three Peace Corps regional offices.

One quarter of the American staff in the North African,
Near East, Asia and Pacific Region who responded to a 1978
survey said they used interpreters when dealing with host
country officials. In addition, about one-third of all
American staff respondents said they needed additional
language training. Peace Corps employees whom we contacted
in Washington, D.C. (some of whom are former volunteers),
also expressed concern over the inadequate language capa-
bilities of staff in some regions.

We recognize that, in spite of the lack of Peate Corps-
wide language standards, many staff do have a working know-
ledge of the local language largely because many are former
volunteers. However, in light of some staff members' re-
liance on interpreters and their expressed need for language
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training, the Peace Corps should set standards for staff
language ability and train people accordingly.

Training programs should be improved

Volunteers' dissatisfaction with preservice language
training and their low self-rated ability to use the language
on the job indicates the need for better language training.
Peace Corps officials agreed that it is time to redesign Peace
Corps language courses, many of which were developed almost
20 years ago when the Peace Corps was established.

There is no central point within Peace Corps headquarters
in Washington, D.C., that monitors language training programs--
language training is decentralized. Peace Corps staff in each
country develop their own courses. Pre-service and in-service
training programs differ among countries. Some are conducted
by local nationals who are full-time Peace Corps employees;
others are conducted by local universities or institutions
under contract with the Peace Corps. The length of training,
methodology, and types of instructional materials also differ.

Peace Corps officials felt that country language train-
ing programs would benefit by having a central point within
Washington headquarters that could serve as a source of
expertise and provide them assistance in redesigning language
courses, identifying useful language materials, and training
country language training coordinators. In addition, two
Peace Corps staff members suggested establishing more over-.
seas regional_ training officer positions.

Although the Peace Corps has three regional offices,
only one currently has a regional training officer. (He
is stationed in Senegal and services West Africa.) This
officer arranges workshops and training conferences for
country language training coordinators (many of whom are
foreign nationals) and helps them develop materials and
work with resources.

CONCLUSIONS

FSI foreign language training programs do not always
provide personnel with the language proficiency required to
do their jobs. At the end of language-training many students



do not have the level of language competence necessary to do
their j iobs-and often what they have learned is not specifi-
cally related to the _requirements of their jobs.

The current length of language training is insufficient
to alloW an adequate number of officers to graduate with an
S-3/R-3 in the world languages or an S-2/R-2 in the hard
languages (agencies have been unable to take full advantage
of the selective extension option). Consequently, some of-
ficers are being sent to posts after the full course of lan-
guage training without meeting the requirements of their
jobs.

Some FSI graduates are unprepared to use their language
ability on the job when they first arrive at a post because
language classes are not sufficiently job-related and they
have no real-life experience in using the language. Full-
time language training experiences in the country to-which
an officer is assigned strengthens an officer's language
skills and may be necessary to achieve the proficiency re-
quired by some jobs. Training to help an officer retain or
refresh language skills is usually given only when the
language is needed for a current or upcoming assignment.

Post language programs are generally successful in
teaching elementary and courtesy level language skills but
are usually not adequate to heir beginners acquire the pro-
ficiencies required for LOPs. They can, however, help
refresh proficiencies which have been previously attained.

Post language programs are not being fully used to
upgrade language skills. Some underqualified LOP incumbents
are not enrolled in post classes, and some post programs
have insufficient funds and ate poorly managed. Also, post

in-
formation

do not usually emphasize language training, n-
formation on staff proficiencies at posts is insufficient,
and supervision and guidance by FSI in Washington is inade-
quate. As recommended in chapter 3, we believe posts should
be provided with adequate feedback on which positions are
LOPs and at what level. Also, posts should be periodically
notified of all incumbents' proficiency so post management
officials can identify officers who should be attending
classes. AID sends monthly staffing patterns containing
this information to posts.

Peace Corps volunteers and staff should be given better
and more language training in order to helpthum perform
their jobs more effectively. Language proficiency standards
for Peace Corps volunteers and staff should be established
and people trained accordingly.
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Some Peace Corps volunteers and staff lack the language
competence necessary to do their work and the current level
of language training is insufficient to remedy the situation.
Pre-service language training for volunteers may not provide
a sufficient basis for continued language learning on the job.
Language training for staff is minimal and not fully meeting
their needs.

Some language courses should be revised and Peace Corps
headquarters in Washington should provide country language
programs the expertise, guidance and assistance needed to do so.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of State direct FSI to

--continue its efforts to make language training more
relevant to the jobs students assume at post;

--encourage more intensive in-country training after
the officer completes training in Washington but
before the officer assumes total job responsibilities;
and

--improve post language programs by increasing fund-
ing, and by increasing services and guidance to
posts through more frequedt regional language
supervisor visits.

We recommend that the Secretary of State, Director of
ICA, and Administrator of AID

--direct post officials to ensure that undergualified
incumbents of LDPs are encouraged to attend post
language classes and are given sufficient time to
do so.

We recommend that the Director of ACTION

--establish language proficiency standards for Peace
Corps volunteers and staff;

--increase language training for both staff and
volunteers;

--improve language training programs for volunteers
and establish a central point within Peace Corps



headquarters in Washington to provide expertise,
guidance and assistance to all country programs;
and

--consider establishing additional regional training
officer positions overseas.
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CHAPTER 5

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS ARE UNDERSTATED

Language requirements at posts overseas are understated.
At some locations more positions should be language designated
and levels of proficiency should be higher. Only 4 civilian
agencies and DOD have a formal system for designating those
positions requiring language skills. But these systems are
not fully adequate. Furthermore, post and headquarters offi-
cials tend to compromise the designation of LDPs by consider-
ing factors other than job needs and place arbitrary restric-
tions on those designated. For example, the State Department
does not include any secretarial positions at all, or any
officer designations above an S-3/R-3, no matter what the job
requirements are.

Many other agencies have no formal system for identifying
language requirements. Understated requirements can reduce
the resources devoted to language training and preclude an
officer, already qualified in a language, from receiving ap-
propriate consideration for a position. Understated require-
ments also fail to provide a valid benchmark for measuring
LDP compliance and progress in meeting language requirements.

INEFFECTIVE SYSTEMS FOR DESIGNATING
LANGUAGE POSITIONS

The four civilian agencies having formal systems for
identifying language requirements are State, the International
Communication Agency, the Agency for International Develop-
ment, and the Foreign Agricultural Service. The Department
of Defense also has a system for identifying foreign language
requirements.

However, we found many cases where non-LDP incumbents
or their supervisors thought language skills were essential
to that position. For example:

--A vice consular officer occupying a non-LDP said he
had an S-2/R-2 proficiency but needed an S-3/R-3 to
adequately do his job. Some duties, including proc-
essing special cases, such as the death or arrest of
an American citizen, required the use of the host
country language. Such instances require contact with
mostly non-English speaking people such as police,
hospital personnel, judges, and other local officials.

--A regional security officer, who is in a non-LDP and
does not know the host country language, is not able
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to work efficiently when contacting foreign-speaking
individuals. The position responsibilities require
numerous dealings with local police, security offi-
cials, national guard, and bodyguards of the Ambassador
(none of whom speak English). The officer believed
that the position should be language designated at the
S-2/R-2 proficiency level. Post officials, however,
have never requested that the position be an LDP.

--A consular officer who occupies a non -LOP said his lack-
of foreign language proficiency disrupts and slows the
processing of passports through his section. He cur-
rently interviews people through an interpreter four to
five times a day, with the discussions lasting from 5
to 20 minutes each. Also, since many contacts do not
speak English additional foreign speaking clerical
staff who speak the local language have been added
to ensure adequate processing. To meet the specific
requirements of his position and provide more thorough
oversight, the incumbent believed an S-2/R-2 level of
proficiency would be very helpful.

Numerous other positions which require language have not
been made LOPs, apparently due to a post's administrative
oversight. For example, at one post, only three of State's
five political officer positions were LOPs. Yet according
to the head of the political section, language proficiency
at the S-3/R-3 level or higher was absolutely essential for
these positions.

Opinions differ on whether some positions should be
designated language essential. Individual perceptions of the
essential need for a language capability even differed between
embassy employees and their supervisors. For example, one
chief economic officer feels his economic analyst definitely
needs the host country language capability to do the job ef-
fectively and should be designated an LDP. However,the incum-
bent firmly believes a good language capability would only be
useful, not essential, to carry out work responsibilities.
In such instances, we could not reconcile different individ-
ual perceptions as to the essential need of any language capa-
bility. We do feel that someone who actively used his/her
language skills would be more likely to praise the benefits
of langua capability while someone without language pro-
ficiency _.ght be indifferent to the essentiality of language
in their work.

CRITERIA FOR DESIGNATING LANGUAGE POSITIONS

State, ICA and AID have developed criteria for designat-
ing language essential positions. Each of these agencies
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has used very different approaches in defining the conditions
to be considered when identifying LDPs. In each case the
criteria are general and the final decision about which posi-
tions should be designated language essential is still left
to the judgment of the top agency official at the post.

Positions needing language proficiency are determined
largely on the basis of personal recommendations by the Chief
of Mission, and many officials believe that sufficient infor-
mation is available to make those recommendations.

Agency officials were unable to suggest any more specific
criteria which could be applied worldwide and still meet the
needs of individual posts which vary tremendously in size and
mission. They believed current systems and guidance were ade-
quate and that more criteria would be too restrictive.

Uniform State/ICA regulations list two criteria for
signating LDPs:

--Only those positions where language proficiency is
essential, rather than merely helpful or convenient
should be designated.

LDPs should not be designated above the S-3/R-3 or below
the S-2/R-2 level, except positions not requiring both
speaking and reading proficiency may be designated
for one skill only.

AID regulations require that positions be designated at
either S-2 or 5-3 levels and that only those positions where
language proficiency is essential be so designated. In addi-
tion, each of these three agencies has developed other
standards for designating LDPs.

State

In our June 1976 report 1/ we recommended that State and
ICA improve their systems for designating LDPs and incorporate
in their regulations designation policies and criteria. We
also recommended that 3e agencies periodically reassess
their language requirents. That year, State developed cri-
teria derived from major job components overseas which require
knowledge of a language.

['Improvement Needed in Language Training and Assignments for
U.S. Personnel Overseas" (ID-76-19; June 16, 1976; p. 17).
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In January 1978, when State conducted its most recent
worldwide LDP review it provided posts with these criteria
to assist them in reevaluating their requirements.

State requested that posts consider specifically whether
substantial lang "age proficiency is essential, rather than
merely helpful, tL successfully perform one or more of the
following major job requirements:

--Conduct official business and develop useful working
relations with host country officials and other
significant embassy contacts.

--Supervise embassy local employees directly.

--Deal with the general public on a continuing basis,
including conducting interviews.

=Understand significant public announcements.

--Interpret for senior mission personnel or high-level
official visitors.

--Make formal or informal public appearances (radio,
TV, speeches to local groups), using local language
to explain U.S. policies.

--Read written materials in a local language.

--Monitor translations made by local personnel and trans-
late documents in local language when sensitivity
requires handling by U.S. personnel.

These criteria are general and the final decision about
which positions-should be designated language essential is
still left to the judgment of post officials. However, State
Department officials believed that these criteria were ade-
quate.

Although we were unable to identify any more specific
criteria for worldwide application, we believe that the cur-
rent standards are open to broad interpretation. For example,
we noted that many similar positions continued to have
different language requirements at different posts, and the
lack of specific criteria for LDPs might have contributed to
this. The personnel officer position at one Latin American

ipost required the S-3/R-3 proficiency level. The incumbent
believes this level is absolutely essential for the work.
Yet at two other Latin American posts, the requirement is
S-2/R-2 and at a fourth, the position is not an LDP. Although
a specific cause is not clear, lack of specific LDP criteria,
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inconsistent application of tLe criteria and/or differing
conditions at each post probably are all contributing factors.

ICA

ICA regulations set forth guidelines and goals for deter-
mining the number of LDPs in various categories of countries.
For example, category A consists of countries where a world
language is the primary language. This category includes all
the Latin American countries and most Western European coun-
tries. According to the guidelines, 85 percent of the author-
ized officer positions in these countries should be LDPs. In
category B countries, such as Hong Kong and Algeria, a hard
language is the primary language and a world language co-
equal. The guidelines state that, in these countries 30 per-
cent of the officer positions should require knowledge of the
primary language, while 85 percent should require the alter-
nate, co-equal language. In category C countries, such as
Russia and Saudi Arabia, where only a hard language is spoken,
the guidelines say that 50 percent of the officer positions
should be language designated.

Although these guidelines are in ICA's regulations, ICA
does not use them in the process of designating LDPs. They
were not included in the message to posts initiating ICA's
more recent worldwide review of LDPs in October 1979, nor
are they used in any other way.

An ICA official said these goals were artificial and
invalid and that only officials at posts are able to judge
what language competence is needed.

These goals are an attempt to encourage some sort of
uniformity in the number of LDPs in various countries. How-
ever, we agree that they are not adequate to ensure that
posts have the language competence they require. According
to these goals, 85 percent of the officer positions in Latin
America should be LDPs. In fact, all ICA officer positions
in this area (except administrative positions) are LDPs at
the S-3/R-3 level.

AID

AID regulations state that all LOPS are to be reviewed
annually by the Mission Director to ensure that they conform
to the established criteria which follow:

--use of English language in country of assignment

--degree of foreign counterparts' knowledge of the
English language,
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--extent to which a foreign language is needed to conduct
official business, representational requirements, or
social contacts, and

--availability and reliability of interpreters and/or
translators.

AID regulations clearly state that language requirements are
not to be downgraded or ignored to avoid delays in recruitment
or assignment. These criteria, like State's, are general and
leave the final decision about which positions should be LDPs
to the judgment of post officials.

Despite these criteria and annual reviews of LDPs, we
feel that AID could improve its process for designating lan-
guage essential positions. For example, we noted that AID
has designated a far greater portion of LDPs in world lan-
guages than hard. In Latin America, where only Spanish,
French, and Portuguese are spoken, 96 percent of all posi-
tions are LDPs. In the Near East where hard languages
such as Arabic and Persian (Afghan) are used, only 19
percent of the positions are LDPs. In fact, 92 percent of
all AID's LDPs are in French (51 percent), Spanish (39
percent), and Portuguese (2 percent) while the remaining
8 percent are divided among Indonesian, Thai, Eastern Arabic,
Persian (Afghan), Nepali, Swahili and Urdu. This incon-
sistent designation has created problems. One occurred at
an Arabic post, which had more than 100 U.S. employees.
Only one position was an LDP. Senior officials acknowledged
that the lack of language skills limited the effectiveness
of their programs there. These officials said that several
more LDPs between the S-3/R-3 and S-3/R-0 level were needed.
However, the post had not requested any additional LDPs to
overcome this apparent deficiency. According to one offi-
cial,

in
LDPs is a very low priority of the mis-

sion n relation to its other more immediate needs.

Foreign Agricultural Service

FAS regulations list posts with language designated
positions but do not provide any criteria or require periodic
reviews. All LDPs are so designated by FAS headquarters.
Post personnel have no input in the decision. At some posts
visited, no FAS positions were LDPs, and post officials
thought the positions were properly designated. At another
post, all positions were LDPs. The Attache there said only
one officer needs the required proficiency and thought no
criteria or review requirement were necessary.
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NON-JOB RELATED FACTORS
AFFECT DESIGNATING LDPs

A position's language requirement should be based ex-
clusively on essential job needs. However, we noted cases
where requirements may have been compromised by

--budgetary considerations,

--fears of creating vacancies at pc,

--prohibitions against designating positions above the
S-3/R-3 level, and

--prohibitions against designating junior officer -i-
tions above S -2/R -2 in hard languages.

ICA officials said that, in reviewing posts' LDP recom-
mendations, they consider the cost of training someone to fill
the position before endorsing the recommendation. They also
said that, for practical reasons, requirements for those
languages which take about 2 years to learn (such as Japanese)
have been downgraded from S -3/R -3 to S-3/R-2. One official
said it could take 3 months to improve reading skills from a
2+ to a 3. This extra time is expensive and creates both
morale problems and post vacancies.

Embassy officials felt that having an experienced but
nonlanguage qualified officer was more gimportant than waiting_
for someone to complete language training. For example, one
Deputy Chief of Mission felt that State's Personnel Officer
at the post would benefit from language proficiency at the
S-2/R-2 level. This capability, according to the Deputy
Chief, would greatly enhance the Personnel Officer's ability
to perform effectively, because about 65 percent of this
person's time is spent managing the Mission's 650 foreign
national employees, many of whom speak little or no English.
Using an interpreter is time consuming and frequently in-
hibiting, and, at times, results in misunderstandings. How-
ever, even though "direct supervision of Embassy local em-
ployees" was included as part of the criteria to be used
in determining LDPs during the 1978 review, the Deputy Chief
of Mission felt that the selection of candidates should not
be restricted to only those familiar with the language or
willing to take the time to learn it. According to the
Personnel Officer, the shortage of officers with the appro-
priate grade level nd qualifications would mean the post
might have a vacal,iy if State required a language qualified
replacement.



Other reasons for understated language requirements are
the artificial limitations imposed by some agencies. For
example, Uniform State/ICA regulations prohibit designations
above the S-3/R-3 level.. Nonetheless, we spoke with several
officials abroad who believed that=a language proficiency
of S-3÷/R-31- or S -4/R -4 was necessary for key officers such
as the Deputy Chief of Mission and Chief Political Officer.
An apparent reason for the restriction in levels is the
Foreign Service Institute's policy of not providing formal
language training programs above the S-3/R-3 level. Also,
post language officers often deny language training to
officers already proficient at the S-3/R-3 level because of
shortages of funds. FSI will provide guidance where feasible
to help officers attain an S-4/R-4 proficiency, but believes
the officer must make the effort outside formal training
to add those elements which this proficiency demands.

State/ICA regulations limit junior officer language
training to a maximum of 24 weeks, although ICA sometimes
extends training to 44 weeks. Therefore, LDPs in most hard
languages for junior officers are normally designated at
the S-2/R-2 level; in Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean,
at the S-2/R-0 level. This artificial limitation is placed
because, according to State, attaining higher proficiency
levels in the 6-month maximum training time is virtually
impossible. While State has encouraged transferring func-
tions that require higher proficiency to other officers,
we do not believe that this is always feasible. The result
then is that the low designation level for junior offi-
cers may not reflect true requirements of the positions.

SECRETARY POSITIONS
USUALLY NOT DESIGNATED

Agencies are not required to designate any staff posi-
tions, including secretarial, as requiring language pro-
ficiency. Therefore, few secretarial positions are classi-
fied as LDPs, and those, only by ICA, FAS, and AID. However,
many secretarial positions do require language proficiency.
Many people said that secretaries in key positions require
language proficiency to answer telephones,-make appointments
and type correspondence. A secretary at one post claimed
she needed proficiency but, since she was not in an LDP,
she was not given adequate training. As a result, her work
has suffered. At least two posts have requested that the
position of Secretary of Ambassador be made an LDP, but they
have not received a response from headquarters.

The State Department has not designated any secretarial LDPs.
In practice, the Department sees the need and has considered
certain positions to be language designated. In such cases, the
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secretarial placement officers know the incumbent must have
a reasonable level of fluency to do the job and would only
consider candidates who possess the language skills. How-
ever, language training in the past has been minimal and
usually limited to one of the world languages.

Interest in this situation has increased, and the DeprIrt-
ment recently proposed to prepare a selected, priority list of
secretarial positions for which language training is essen-
tial. The list will initially be limited, recognizing the
realities of worldwide secretarial staff shortages, the
length of time required for language training, and the need
to keep vacancies to a minimum. The intent is to build the
program gradually and keep it apart from the legally required
officer LDP system.

As another step to meet secretarial needs, State offi-
cials also plan to ask the FSI to test the fluency level of
secretaries at posts abroad. State is also beginning to
provide limited hard language training to a few secretaries.
Recently, for example, limited training has been provided in
Arabic, Czech, Chinese and Serbo-Croatian.

ICA and AID have already designated secretarial LDPs,
though on a very limited scale. ICA has designated 10 secre-,
tarial LDPs, but all are in Latin Amercia at the S-2/R-2
level. Only 4 of the 10 incumbents have even partial pro-
ficiency. AID has designated 58 staff LDPs primarily in
Africa and Latin America. Forty-nine of these positions
require an S-2 proficiency, 9 require an S-3 proficiency.
FAS can designate secretarial positions as language essen-
tial at the S-1-1-/R-1 level.

OTHER AGENCIES SHOULD FORMALIZE SYSTEMS_
FOR IDENTIFYING LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS

Although only a few agencies have formal systems for
identifying language requirements, many other agencies also
have positions overseas which require language skills.
Through our questionnaire sent to 28 agencies, we learned
of 625 overseas positions reported as requiring language
skills in agencies without formal systems for identifying
position language requirements.

In Latin America, such agencies had personnel stationed
in the four countries visited. Although some did not have
large staffs, in total, these agencies accounted for about
25 percent of the U.S. personnel in those countries. We met
with representatives of most of these agencies in one or
more of the countries visited. Practically everyone said
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that language proficiency was essential in their work for such
activities as lecturing in Spanish, speaking and writing to
host country nationals on a daily basis, and supervising host
country nationals. While each representative believed Spanish
proficiency was essential, representatives from only one agency
knew the specific language requirement for their jobs or if
a requirement existed. Lacking any specific, measurable lang-
uage requirement, we could not determine whether these agencies'
staffs had adequate language skills. Almost all persons con-
tacted claimed they did, although few had been formally tested.
However, we noted at least two cases where personnel did not.

A person working with one of the agencies in Latin America
said he was sent to a post without adequate proficiency to
perform his work. As a result, he was unable to converse with
foreign national employees and was relegated to performing
technical duties not requiring communication with Spanish-
speaking colleagues.

In addition, a Marine security guard at one ambassy
said that some Marines lack adequate proficiency. All Marine
guards are to receive 100 hours of language training after
arrival at post, but this is sometimes too late. For example,
one Marine answering an embassy telephone received a bomb
threat. Lacking adequate proficiency, the Marine did not
understand the message, and precious minutes were lost
locating someone who understood the language. According
to a Marine Sergeant, if the guard had been proficient in
the local language, he could have responded promptly to the
threat and may have been able to trace the telephone call.
(Fortunately, there was no bomb.)

CONCLUSIONS

Language requirements at overseas posts are understated.
Only four civilian agencies and the Defense Department have
systems for formally identifying language needs. Existing
criteria for designating language positions are general and
the final decision about which positions should be LDPs is
still left to the judgment of the top agency official at
the post. Agency officials were not able to identify any
more specific criteria which could have worldwide applica-
tion and still meet the needs of individual posts which
vary tremendously in size and mission. They believed cur-
rent systems and guidance were adequate.

Nonetheless, other factors, such as costs of training
and fear of not filling post vacancies, influenced LDP
designations. In addition, some agencies placed artificial
limitations preventing the true designation of position
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requirements. These limitations included prohibitions against
designating officer positions above certain levels and against
designating any secretarial positions.

We recognize that the above-noted factors--budgetary
considerations, fears of post vacancies, and artificial
limitations on designations--may be legitimate reasons why
LDPs are not adequately staffed. We firmly believe, however,
these factors should not influence the identification of
language requirements. We believe that because of these fac-
tors, true language needs are understated.

The understatement has a triple effect. Firstly, it
could adversely affect the resources--time, money, and
people--devoted to language training. Secondly, an officer
who is already qualified in a language may not receive strong
enough consideration for a position, if assignment personnel
do not know the language is actually required for the job.
Thirdly, an understated requirement does not provide a valid
baseline against which to measure LOP compliance (see chapter
2) and agency progress in meeting language needs.

We recognize the difficulties in identifying worldwide
LOP standards, but believe agency officials should take a
closer look when identifying and approving individual lan-
guage positions. While we concur that the Chiefs of Mission
should have a major role in language decisions, we believe
the current system requires more consistent and conscientious
coordination between posts and headquarters. Only job needs
should be considered, and artificial prohibitions against
identifying actual requirements should be eliminated.

We believe that the Chief of Mission should play a more
active role in identifying and reviewing all language require-
ments for all agencies, at that post. The Chief of Mission
is responsible for directing, coordinating and supervising
all U.S. Government employees in that country, except for
those under a U.S. area military commander. Each agency then,
should provide the post with feedback on LOP decisions.

Finally, we believe that many other agencies, besides
those which already have a system for identifying language
needs, have requirements for language skilled people over-
seas. Because these agencies have no system for identifying
their needs, total U.S. requirements abroad have been under-
stated.



RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of State and the Director
of ICA

--base LDPs and their proficiency level exclusively
on job needs and not compromise requirements by extra-
neous factors;

--eliminate artificial prohibitions against designating
positions above certain levels;

--arrange for periodic independent review, such as
by representatives of the Office of Inspector General
of post language needs;

--identify all secretarial positions which require
world and hard language skills, and establish a formal
and more comprehensive program of language training
for secretaries; and

--direct the Chiefs of Mission to identify and review
language needs for all agencies at that post and
report such needs to a focal point within the
Department of State.

We also recommend that the heads of agencies with per-
sonnel abroad and no formal LDP system direct their chief
personnel officers to review their overseas positions to
determine if any require language skills. If so, they
should establish a formal system for identifying and filling
them with employees with the required language skills. The
agencies to which this recommendation is directed are listed
in Group I, appendix V.

We also recommend that the Secretary of State summarize
the language needs, which would include the needs as reported
by the Chiefs of Mission, for purposes of coordinating with
the Department of Education in an effort to determine and meet
the U.S. Government requirements for foreign languages world-
wide. Since the U.S. Government provides grants through the
Department of Education to meet the national needs for foreign

ilanguages and area studies, it is proper for U.S. Government
needs to be considered in making these grants.



CHAPTER 6

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES AND

ADDITIONAL FUNDING NEEDED

TO IMPROVE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CAPABILITIES

The legislative changes and the additional funding
needed to improve the foreign language capabilities of a
large number of agencies were of particular concern to a
number of Congressmen. Our questionnaire which was sub-
mitted to Federal agencies contained a section on those mat-
ters. Only 1 of the 15 responses from agencies or suborgani-
zational units with overseas LDPs felt that its current statu-
tory authority was not adequate. Several agencies estimated
that an additional $34 million would be required to fill all
LDPs at the required proficiency level by the end of fiscal
year 1980.

LEGISLATIVE CHANGES

In addition to asking for needed legislative changes,
we also asked agencies in our questionnaire to cite their
legislative authority to provide foreign language training
or otherwise meet their needs for language skills. Only 6
of the 15 (40 percent) agencies or sub-units cited specific
legislation for foreign language training or for meeting the
need for language skills.

Only one of those six respondents felt that its legis-
lative authority was not adequate. Officials of the Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service--a part of the Department
of Agriculture--stated that they believed current rules as
contained in P.L. 94-449 do not allow travel reimbursements
for spouses and dependents. So while they can reimburse an
employee to travel to a foreign language training facility
for training, according to APHIS' interpretation of the cur-
rent rules, the spouses and dependents must wait until they
are transferred overseas and then -use the post language program.

We also noted in the APHIS response to our questionnaire
that during 1979 the agency provided language training for 16
employees and 5 dependents.

ADDITIONAL FUNDS NEEDED

Several agencies provided estimates of the increased
funding ,seeded to fill all LDPs at the required proficiency
level. The estimated total is over $34 million as shown in
the following table.
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Student
salaries,
books and

Travel,
per diem

and
Additional
instructor

Expanded
instructional

Additional
staff

Agency tuition allowance costs facilities cost Other Total

000 omitted)--

ICA 467 $ 10 50 527

APHIS 49 8 24 50 131

AID 4,205 1,465 5,670

State 5,763 850 602 200 170 620 8,205
(note a)

DOD 5 100_--- 400 2,200 6,000 4,100 2,100 19u900
(note b)

Total $15,584 $201.3 $2,802 q4220 $4_,294 $2,820 $34,433

a/In-country training $320
Post Language program $300

b/Re-enlistment bonuses $1,800
Materials and equipment 300.

Some of the agencies pointed out that the $34 million was not
a one time additional investment, but that for a number of
years--3 to 5--increased investments would be needed to sig-
nificantly alleviate language training problems.

In addition to the money, agencies also estimated that
another 182 positions would be necessary to adequately fill
LDPs. State estimated 170 positions; FAS, 11 (although they
did not estimate any funding); and AID, 1 position.

The Foreign Service Institute also contends that more
iclassroom space is needed to accommodate language classes. FSI

officials attribute the space problem to increases in classes
and students, making it difficult to supervise instruction,
provide administrative support and ensure adequate classroom
conditions. FSI officials recognize that due to cost reim-
bursment arrangements with other agencies the space problem
is not necessarily a cost problem, however, a shortage of
available classroom and administrative space hinders expansion
of language instruction by FSI.

CONCLUSIONS

Most agencies do not feel a need to change their current
legislation authorizing foreign language training or their
basis for language postions. However, several do estimate
that over $34 million is currently needed to raise their.
agencies' rate of filling LDPs to the required proficiency
level.
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CHAPTER 7

SCOPE OF REVIEW

Our review of U.S. policies and procedures on language
training for U.S. employees included detailed audit work at
Washington, D.C., agencies, and audit work at embassies or
consulates overseas. As requested by the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee and the House Foreign Affairs Committee,
our review focused primarily on personnel stationed overseas,
as opposed to personnel requiring language proficiency but
stationed in the United States. Assisting us in all phases
of the review was a career foreign service officer from the
State Department who had served at several overseas posts
and was a staff member on the President's Commission on
Foreign rianguage and yInternational Studies that recently_
studied language training in the United States.

By way of gaining background information, we reviewed
legislative developments in the area and reports by the Pres-
ident's Commission and the Rand Corporation.

Our detailed audit work was done at 7 agencies in Wash-
ington, D.C., with all other stateside data gathered through
a questionnaire sent to 28 agencies. The seven agencies--
Departments of State, Agriculture, Defense, and Justice;
Agency for International Development; International Commun-
ication Agency; and Peace Corps--were selected because of the
number of their positions overseas and the importance of their
missions abroad. Work at these agencies consisted of inter-
views with agency officials and review of records pertaining
to language programs, staffing assignments, and training pro-
cedures. We did not review or analyze records of specific
intelligence-related programs in DOD and CIA. We did how-
ever, obtain some general information on the overall language
requirements in DOD.

The questionnaire was designed to survey the need for
positions requiring language proficiency and the additional
cost required to fill such positions. The 28 departments and
agencies receiving the

interviews
were selected after pre-

liminary analysis and indicated where the most
likely needs for foreign languages were located. All agencies
responded to the questionnaire. In fact many departments and
agencies provided individual responses for sub-agencies, or
offices, which were responsible for separate missions requir-
ing some language proficiency. Therefore, we received 48
separate responses to our questionaire.

Work overseas was done at U.S. Embassies and Consulates in
12 countries: Poland, Greece, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Korea,
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Japan, Thailand, Indonesia, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
and Colombia. These countries were selected because they
represent a variety of languages and several U.S. agencies
have personnel there who require some language proficiency.
We interviewed U.S. personnel overseas who had, and had not,
met the required proficiency levels, persons in positions not
requiring language proficiency, post language offiders, and
Deputy Chiefs of Mission. We also reviewed records pertaining
to post language needs and language training programs.

We discussed the contents of this report with the prin-
cipal agencies involved and included their comments as appro-
priate. In general they were in agreement with the findings,
conclusions, and recommendations.
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
AND THE COUNTRIES

IN WHICH THE STATE DEPARTMENT
HAS PRESCRIBED LANGUAGE
DESIGNATED POSITIONS

WORLD LANGUAGES:

DANISH Denmark GERMAN -- Austria
Germany

DUTCH -- Belgium Switzerland
Netherlands
Surinam ITALIAN -- Italy

FRENCH Algeria NORWEGIAN -- Norway
Belgium
Benin PORTUGUESE -- Azores.
Burundi Brazil
Cameroon Cape Verde
Canada Mozambique
Chad Portugal
Congo Portuguese Guinea
Ethiopia
France SPANISH -- Argentina
Gabon Bolivia
Greece Canada
Guinea Chile
Haiti Colombia
Ivory Coast Costa Rica
Laos Cuba
Lebanon Dominican Republic
Luxembourg Ecuador
Malagasy Republic El Salvador
Mali Guatemala
Martinique Honduras
Mauritania Mexico
Mauritius Nicaragua
Morocco Panama
Niger Paraguay
Rwanda Peru
Senegal Spain
Switzerland Uruguay
Togo Venezuela
Tunisia
Upper Volta
Zaire SWEDISH Sweden
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APPENDIX I

HARD LANGUAGES:

APPENDIX I

AFRIKAANS -- South Africa HUNGARIAN Hungary

AMHARIC -- Ethiopia ICELANDIC Iceland

ARABIC -- Egypt INDONESIAN Indonesia
(Eastern) Iraq

Israel JAPANESE Japan
Jordan
Kuwait KOREAN Korea
Lebanon
Libya LAO Laos
Oman
Qatar MALAY Malaysia
Saudi Arabia
Sudan NEPALI Nepal
Syria 1/ ,

United Arab PERSIAN
Emirates (AFGHAN) Afghanistan

Yemen
PERSIAN Iran

(Iranian)

PILIPINO/
BENGALI Bangladesh TAGALOG Philippines

India
POLISH Poland

BULGARIAN Bulgaria
ROMANIAN Romania

BURMESE Burma
RUSSIAN Russia

CHINESE Hong Kong
(Mandarin) Malaysia SERBO-

People's CROATIAN Yugoslavia
Republic
of China 2 SWAHILI Kenya

Taiwan Tanzania

CZECH Czechoslovakia THAI Thailand

FINNISH Finland TURKISH Greece
Turkey

GREEK Greece
URDU Pakistan

HEBREW Israel

HINDI India

1/Arabic (modern standard) is also spoken in Syria.

2/Chinese (Cantonese) is also spoken in Hong Kong and People's
Republic of China.
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APPENDIX II

FOREIGN LANGUAGE SUMMARY ANALYSIS
DEPICTING HOW WELL AGENCIES ARE FILLING
LANGUAGE DESIGNATED POSITIONS OVERSEAS

APPENDIX II

Agency Authorized Filled

Filled
at required
proficiency

level

Percent
filled at
required
level to

total filled

Department of Defense
(note a)

13,597 10,752 7,333 68

Department of State 1,320 1,216 858 71

Agency for International
Development 687 541 394 73

International
Connunication
Agency 421 396 276 70

Drug Enforcement
Administration 204 194 189 97

Internal Revenue
Service 168 168 168 100

Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service 112 90 73 81

ace Corps 72 64 56 88

Foreign Agricultural
Service 60 21 36

Executive Office of
U.S. Attorneys 20 19 19 100

-Federal Bureau of
Investigation 19 19 17 89

Center For Disease
Control 18 15 14 93

U.S. Travel Service 10 10 100

Secret Service 1 1 1 100

a Department of Defense figures
seas positions.

represent domestic and over-



APPENDIX III APPENDIX III

E ELY ANALYSIS DEPICTING HOW WELL
FILLED BY LANGUAGE (note

V.13RLD LANGUAG

Total LD
Authorized

Total
LDPs
Filled

I.DPsaed
Number

Percent of
all filled

Danish 9 9 3 33

Dutch 12 12 6 50

French 814 661 454 69

German 183 174 125 72

Italian 81 76 37 49

Norwegian 10 10 5 50

Portuguese 126 121 73 60

Spanish 1,228 1,117 919 82

Swedish 10 8 2 25

HARD LANGUAGES:

Afrikaans 1 1 100

Amharic 1 1 100

Arabic 78 33 42

Bengali 2 2 2 100

Bulgarian 7 6 5 83

Burmese 8 6 4 67

Chinese 31 30 18 60

Czech 11 10 6 60

Finnish 7 7 6 86

Greek 21 19 13 68

Hebrew 6 6 2 33

Hindi 3 1 0 0
Hungarian 11 9 6 67

Icelandic 1 1 0 0
Indonesian 62 55 30 55

Japanese 44 41 28 68

Korean 13 12 4 33

Lao 2 2 1 50

Macedonian (note b) 1 1 1 100
Malay 3 2 0 0

Nepali 2 2 0 0

Persian (Afghan) 5 4 1 25

Persian (Iranian) 12 8 3 38

Filipino 6 6 2 33

Polish 33 32 19 59

Romanian 18 16 9 56

Russian 67 63 33 52

SerboCroatian 31 30 24 80

Slovenian (note b) 1 1 0 0
Swahili 7 5 2 40

lbai 46 43 34 79

Turkish 41 38 20 53

Urdu 9 9 7 78

partment of DefenSe language positions are not included hereon.
Wlnternational Communication Agency designated positions.
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APPENDIX IV APPENDIX IV

LISTING OF AGENCIES WHICH RECEIVED GAO
QUESTIONNAIRE ON FOREIGN LANOUAGE:NE8b8

OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

1. ACTION - Peace Corps
2. Agency-for International Development
3. Central Intelligence Agency
4. Civil Aeronautics Board
5. Department of Agriculture
6. Department of Commerce
7. Department of Defense
8. -Department of Energy
9. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

10. Department of Housing and Urban Development
11. Department of the Interior
12. Department of Justice
13. Department of Labor
14. Department of State
15. Department of Transportation
16. Department of Treasury
17. Environmental Protection Agency
18. Export-Import Bank of the United States
19. Federal Reserve System
20. General Services Administration
21. International Communication Agency
22. Library of Congress
23. National Aeronautics and Space Administration
24. National Endowment for the Humanities
25. National Science Foundation
26. Overseas Private Investment Corporation
27. United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
28. United States Postal Service
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APPENDIX V APPENDIX V

LISTING OFAGENCIESRESPONDINGTO GAO
088TIONNAIRE-ON FOREIGN LANGUAGE NEEDS

OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

WITH OVERSEAS LAN3UAGE ESSENTIAL
so have domestic LDPs):

Agency for International Development
Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service (Agriculture)

3. Center for Disease Control (HEW)
4. Central Intelligence Agency
5. Department of Defense
6. Department of State
7. Drug Enforcement Administration

(Justice)
8. Executive Office for U.S.

Attorneys (Justice)
9. Federal Bureau of Investigation

(Justice)
10. Foreign Agricultural Service

(Agriculture)
11. Internal Revenue Service

(Treasury)
12. International Communication

Agency
13. Peace Corps
14. U.S. Secret Service (Treasury)
15. U.S. Travel Service (Ccarnerce)

GROUP RESPONDENTS WITH Dzeirsric LAN3UAGE
ESSENTIAL JOBS (none overseas):

16. Bureau of Prisons (Justice)
17. Department of Energy
18. Department of "busing and Urban

Development
19. Export-Import Bank of the United States

20. Foreign Service Institute (State)
21. General Services Administration
22. 'migration and Naturalization

Service (Justice)
23. Library of Congress
24. National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration (Transportation)
25. National Library of Medicine (HEW)

26. National Oceanic and Atmo eric

Administration (Commerce)

27. Office of Education (HEW)

28. Office of Inspector General
(Transportation)
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29. Public Health Service (HEW)

30. Social Security
Administration (HEW)

31. Urban Mass Transit Adminis-
tration (Transportation)

32. U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (Interior)

33. U.S. Postal Service

GROUP III: RESPONDENTS WITH NO
LANGuAGE ESSENTIAL J

35.
36,
37.
38.

39.
40.

41.

42.

43.

44.=

45.

46.

47.

48.

Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency
Civil Aeronautics Board
Customs Service (Treasury)
Department of Labor
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Reserve System
Industry and Trade Administration
(CoMMerce),
Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (Justice)
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
National Endowment for the
Humanities
National Science Foundation
Office of Assistant Secretary
for International Affairs
(Treasury)
Office of Human Development
Services (HEW)
Overseas Private Investment
Corporation
U.S. Geological Survey
(Interior)



APPENDIX VI APPENDIX VI

QUESTIONNAIRE SUBMITTED TO 28 AGENCIES

U.s GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

purve Of Feder
tifftn Positions

sea And Procedures
SIC

Thin questionnaire i* being used to gather
information for a GAO review of Federal practice*
and procedureo for staffing position* that
require foreign language skills. It asks for
information on the politic*, procedures and
practices which govern your organization's
designation of foreign language positions;
recruitment of employees with foreign language
chills; foreign language training; and the
assignment of employees with foreign language
*kills. We are also interested in your
recommendetions for any statutory changes
necessary to upgrade the language capabilities
of your employee*.

Most of the questions can be answered by
etielking a hem or entering a mall *mount of
written information.

A preeddreosed return envelope has been
enclosed with the questionnaire. We ask that the
qweitionnaire be completed and returned by
January 11. 1980. If you will have difficulty
in meeting this date or have any questions about
the questionnaire or the review. pleest tall
either Mr. David R. Warren or Mr. Galen Coos at
(2021 832-1708.

In the event that the return envelope
mianlaced. the Correct return address is:

U.S. General Accounting Offing
Room 4824
Attention: Mr. David R. Warren
f.41 G Street. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Thank you for your toopera

RESPONDENT INFORMATION

Name of niz

n th

Name of Person Who May be Contacted for ation.
if Necessary:

Telephone Number:
Area (Number)

ed @snit ion.:

In thin part of the questionnaire we are

interested in obtaining information on the
special need* of your organisation for len-

guage proficient personnel, and the criteria
used to identify language designated positions
and get proficiency levels.

Rome organizations have designated specific
position* as requiring the knowledge of a
foreign language in order to adequately per-
fora assigned duties. Throughout this
queotionneire ouch position* will be referred
to as Language Designated Positions (LDP'!).
Now many such language designated positiona
are there in your Organisation) If none,
please write "none" and go to section II.

No. of LOP'*

2. There are many reason* why Federal employees
may need to know a foreign long:rage. In your
organization, about what percent of the
positions designated as language essential
have been no designated primarily for each of
the following reeeona? (An estimate is
sufficient. Please do not perform any eaten-
aiVe research.) Mew check one column
for eath rag.)

Know ledg

ie netemea o
SOp 4_ _ l,

e. a

Den1 with the general p u b l i c
in a forai-n enuntr-

Understand oignif hint
publ c pronouncements in a
tore n tan e
3ntar_vet far !color ea_
personnel or high-level
official Vieitoro
Reed written meter
t '-it

Muni dr scion*
fl- -n_n n
Coll ant n mat_ _

trite ne , .i e_
Other p ease _c_ y
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I. there 4 central unit or group which ident
your organisation's future reguirements for
language deaignated positions, or ia that
reaponaibiliry carried out by program or pOat
or site management? (Check one.)

1. /7 Central unit

2. / 7 peografn management

3. Pont or site management

4. /7 Other teleese describe.}

4. If performed by a central unit is that work
performed in conjunction with the recruitsont,
training, and assignment affirm or is it
performed as a separate function)

1. /7 In conjunction with retr---
(raining. and assignment

; Ao A separate function

3. /--7 Other ( please describe.)

Now often, if at all. doe* your organization
reevaluate the need for language deaignated
positional (Please Cheek only one.)

1. j7 Annually

2. 17 ivory 2 to 3 year*

3. 17 When the incumbent I_.ve. s position

4. £7 Weyer

S. L:=7 Ocher (Plea eaplain.

6. The Foreign Service Institute ha* developed
* atendardiseel scale for meteorin& levels
of lingoage proficiency.

0--n0 Practical proficiency

1--elementarY proficiency

2--limited working proficiency

3- =minimum professional proficiency

4--full profesaional proficiency

5-onstive or bilingual proficiency

APPENDIX V

Dote your organization use this scaly for
mesturing the proficiency of your employees

in foreign language.?

1. /--7 ?vs (Plenum skip to question I.)

2. /7 No

). if no, doe. your organization use another
*cafe for ocenoriog foreign language
proficiency or are employee* categorized as
proficient or not proficient?

1. /1 Another Neale

2. 1-7 Proficient or not proficient

N. If your organization uses another scale do
you use =Wine scales for =Canting
proficiency in reading and ,peaking?

1. 1 77 Tea

2. L:=7 No

N. A. stated *hove. the Foreign Service Institute
umen & 5-poinc scale to measure language

proficiency. Nov many gradation. Are there

on the scale your organisation otte to
measure proficiency in a foreign language?

5-0. Of gradatfiZT---

10. By what method doe. yOur,organiz
or establiah en employeea love
in A specific foreign language)

70

ion determine
f proficiencY

1. /--7 Tan administered by this organization

2. /--7 Teat adminietertd by the organisation
that provided foreign lanaesto
training to the employee

3. j7 Supervisory evaluations

4. J7 Employee .elf- appraisal

3. L::7 Successful completion of training
course

6. /7 Other method(*) (Fleas* describe.)
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How important is each of the following fetters
in getting the foreign language proficiency
level required for position' in your Organi-
cation requiring foreign language
(Plante check one column for each row.)

APPENDIX VI

14. If yes, how many such position..re there
in your organization?

. Extant contact with
foreign flatlets

_,._

2. Degree of pro ie encY e
person can normally be
exnatted to &thieve within
a given r level of trainin4

3. extent to which ghillie& to
spoken as a second language
in a country

4. extent of-vocabulary niMea-
ear for conducting business

. Other Important factors
Medea .Pacify.)

12. Does your orminiastion have written criteria
for determining which position& should be
considered Language Deeigneted Poaitiona (LDP' s)7

1, 4j Yes (If ye*, please attach a copy
when returning this question-
naire.)

1. No

Recruitment of Emalovee. with Foreign

Letigueee

Here we are interested in determining if
your organization is able to recruit and
hire employee' with the nets nary language
skills.

13. It may sometimes be necessary to fill eft*
Language Designated Positione with personnel
who do not possess the desired level of
foreign Langone proficiency. For some other
positions, however, the importance of foreign
language proficiency to the adequate per-
formance of chaise is so great that only

e with the required foreign language
proficiency would be assigned to the position.
Does your organization have any positions in
this letter category?

1, L:=7 Yee

2. L:=7 No

3. 177 Not sure

71

No. of positions.

. Apert from general personnel Ceilinga and
budgetary restrictions, dee* your organi-
sation have problems in recruiting personnel
with language shills?

1. L:=7 Yes

2. E:7 No (If no, please go to S

16. If yes, haw great a problem iS each of the
following fectore in recruiting foreign
language skilled personnel? (nesse check
one coluom for each row.)

Leek people with
training in the
required language
Ocilla in the employment
market
D icu y ending
people with the combi-
nation of professional
and language skilla
needed
Complications due
Federel hiring regula-
tions_and d

Difficulty of finding_
people with a high
enough level of pro-
ficienty in a foreign
language
Other (Ple4se ipielfy.)

III. LanguaRe_Training:

In this portion of the questionnaire we are
interested in the policies. procedure* and
Practices regarding language training for
both emploYees end dependent a; where that
training is provided; how language pro-
ficient personnel are tested; and how the
agency keep. track of then.

17. Does your organization provide any foreign
language training to its employees, either
directly or through arrangements with other
Federal agencies or commercial or academic
inetiturioe"?

1. /--7 Yes

2. No ( no, please go to question
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If. There are many circumac neee under which an
organiZ _On Might provide foreign language
training to eta employees. Nagle indicate
by oneClting the appropriate bog whether each
of the following occafiiona is one In which
your oramitzatiOn would firovide foreign
language training to itt employees. (Please
check yea or no for each./

Yea

1. When an employee without
desired language pro-
ficieneY i* as ligned to

a language deagnated pos-
ition

No
/ /

2. When en employee need. help /_ / /

to retain a language skill

When en employee requesta /7 /--7
foreign language training

4. When it is necessary to in- /7 /777

crease the organization',
Capability in a particular
language because of *Midi-
pated changes in organiza-
tion reepOrgibilities

5. When an employee is .aliened /__

to a position which is ntt
language designated, but
which foreign language Okil
would be desirable

19. Please list any other typit I circumstance.
under which foreign language training is
provided to employee*.

20. Doe. your organization provide foreign
language training for spouses or dependents
Of employees? (Check as many as apply.)

1. /7-7 Yea, for spoigel

2. 17 Yee, for dependents

3. L:=7 No (If no, pleaae .kip
23.)

question

If yea, under which of the following circum-
stances does your organisation provide
foreign language training for spouses or
dependents? (Pleame cheek yes or no for each.)

Yea NO
1. When there is space available

in vlageo set up for
employeee

2. When spouse or dependent, age /77 j7
18 or over, is going to
accompany employee OVeraeal

1. To enable ipoope or dependent /77 17
to contribute to the organi-
zation's mission

22. Please liar any other typiC41 circumstances
under which foreign language training would
he provided to opoiges or dependents.

27, During FY 1979 was any of the foreign tang=
cage training provided to employees provided
through arrangements with commercial or
academic institution.?

7

I. /7 Yea

2. i--7 No (If no. plecie *kip to question
26.1
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24. New, please consider the occasion. during FY
1979 in which foreign language training was
provided by a commercial or academic source.
Hew often in the occamiona was tech of
the following the primary reason the training
was obtained from a ceemercial or academic
rather than a government source? (Check one
zolusin for each row.)

Commercial or academic
claasee were more

-.-- located

Lommercial Or academic
claraes were offered
At the time employee
needed to take them
CoMmeretal or aCademIC
facilities offered the
required language
whereae Government
facilitiaa didn't
CommarCiel or academe
facilities were less

P21111-..
Commerctal or academte
facilities offered
higher quality in-
mtruction than was
available through
Government facili-

Commercial are ademie
facilities provided
highly specialized
vocabulery not covered
in Government clove*
Student's profiCiency

in the language requiret
specialized inatruceion

25- What percentage (in dollar terms) of
arrangements with commercial institu-
tions in FY 1979 were made under open -ended
interagency contract?

26. Does you- Organization have any written politic.
or procedures regarding the uae Of Fr," al
and non- Federal organimst Wes gm p.

foreign language training for organizetiOn
employees':

1. .1.7 Y" (If yea, please attach a copy
when returning thin
questionnaire.)

2. /7-7 No

27. IN & foreign language aptitud
enPlnYeee prior to their rece
language training-

APPENDIX VI

vest given to

ing foreign

1. /7 Yes. always

2. ,--7 Yes, sometimes

3. /77 No (If no, please skip to question
29.)

28 if yet, are the results of the aptitude test
used in determining whether or not the
employee will receive the training, in deter-
mining the extent of training needed, or in
both way*? (Please check one.)

1. / / In determining whether or not to
train

2. /--7 In determining the extent of
needed

ning

3. / / In both of the above listed ways

29. Arc employees who have taken foreign lang-
uage training tested as .son as they complete
the course?

1. /7-7 Yes, in all, or almost all case.

2. 1::7 Yes, in some case.

3, et-7 No

30. Doc* your organization have a general policy
of testing an employee's proficiency in a
foreign language before the employee begins
to serve in a language designated position?

t. L=77 Yes

2. L:=7 No If no, please skip to clues
32.)

31, If ye*, io such testing usually carried out
immediately prior to the employee's assuming
the duties of the language designated
position or prior to being selected for the
teeitiOn7 (Please check one.)

I. /--7 Immediately prior to assuming duties

2. L:=7 prior to being selected for position

32. Are all, or most, employees with foreign lang-
uage skill. tested periodically regardless of
their assignment at the time?

1. 47 Yes

2. /77 No
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lf yes, how irequently is much testing
carried out (Please chuck eine.)

I. L__/ Annually

2, I7 Every two years

3. /7 Every three to five yvare

y. /--7 Other (Please specify.)

po
of

you_ organization have any written
'- or procedorea concerningco ng the testing

0 reign language proficiency of employed

1. / Yes (If yes, please attach a copy
when returning this
questionnaire-

2. ,--7 No

Goes your organization maintain a entrali e+1

inventory or listing of all employees with
foreign language skills including the par-
ticular langoagels) in which each is agilleai

I. L77 Ye.

Z. dr-7 No (If no. please skip to 38.)

36. If yea, does that listing include emplOYces
who are not currently serving in language
designated poOitiotie7

1, t-_:=7 Ye.

2. No

37. When 4 vacancy exists in a language designated
position, is the inventory or listing Consulted
in order to identify possible candidates for
the vacancy?

1. L::7 Yes, always

2. L:=7 Yes, sometimes

3. /--7 No

In selecting employees to fill A typical
language designated position in your organi-
zation, is foreign language proficiency given
more weight than, less weight than, or about
equal weight to the nOnforeign language
requirements of the position? (Please cheek
only one.)

1. Foreign pr ficieney is
given more weight

F. j7 Foreign language proficiency is
given about equal weight

3. /77 Foreign language proficiency is
given less weight

APPENDIX VI-

9. Nov far in advance of their reporting date
are employees typically notified of their
aaaignment to language designated positions?

1. / Le.m thin b months in advance

/7 6 to 12 month* in advance

117 13 to 18 months in advance

Ov#r 16 month' in advance

IV.

Skill

Not applicable - no language
_ aignated position.

0110 eel with La- Ua

The following questions are concerned with
o. -nizational policies and practices designed
to encourage employees to acquire and main
tain language skill*. We are also interested
in problems associated with retaining language
proficient individuals.

40. Does your organization offer employees with
grade pay increases for for
proficiency?

1. L:=7 Yes

2. /--7 No

TWO your organize
incentives to fore
employee'?

An language

offer other monetary
__guage proficient

i. /'7 No

Z. /--7 Yes (Please Specify.)

42. Does your organisation offer any other non-

monetar inCentives to eMplOYeea to acquire
and /or maintain foreign language proficiency?

1, I-7 110

2. /-7 Yes (Please specify.)

43. la foreign language prefi _euey A factor in
considering an employee for promotion?

74

1. 1 Yes

2. /--7 No
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44, In aesessing a typical language -proficient
employee'. potential for Career advancement
in your organization, is foreign language
prefiCiency given more weight than, less
weight than, OF about equal weight to the
professional skills of the employee?
Meade check only one.)

1. /7 Foreign language proficiency ta000
given more weight

2. / / Foreign language pro icienCy is
given about equal weight

Foreign language proficiency is
given less weight

45. About hOW many foreign language-qualified
employees left your organitation in FY 19797

(Number)

Do you consider this level nr attrition a
aignificant problem?

1. L:=7 Yea

2. i:=7 No

V. Cost of Upgrading Employees" Language Skills;

41. How great a problem, if any, i each of the

following in filling your positions re-
quiring proficiency with "world" languages
i.e., French, German, Italian, hortuguese,
Spanish? (Please check one column for each
raw.)

her

To o lab 1 Money
available far len-
g a e trainin

12 _ iculty tn r
leasing employees for
traizin-
T few personnel to
alloy individuals to
tote extended periods
of time for language
trainin _

Other please
specify

APPENDIX VI

48, How great a problem, if any, is each of the
following in tilling your organ- Lion's

pa*itians requiring proficiency in other
languages than tin , -world- languages referred

to in question 41? Meade check One column
for each row.)

a.

T little onee
a 4 able for Lang-
a Ira inin _

hl y in r_
lesaing emplayeea for
trainin
Too .. personnel t-
allow individuals to
take extended periods
of time for language
trait,a
Other 1,1 se specify

149 please estimate how much in additional funding
above your organization's FY 1980 already
budgeted amount far foreign language training
would be required to fill all language
designated positions in the organization with
person_ having the desired level of foreign
language proficiency by the end of FY 1980.
Flea se provide additional details concerning
this emtimate by showing the estimated amount
that would be needed in efiCh of the categories
listed below as well as any others that are
appropriate.

Cost category Ameunt_needed

Student salaried, books and $

tuition

Appropriate trace' per diem, and

allowalied

Additional instructor'

Expanded instructional facilities

Additional positions needed to
allow greater numbers of personnel
to attend training for a longer
period of time

Additional staff and student posie
tiuns required for programa iMpactw
ins on effective utilisation of
f,Teign language related programs;
e.g., assignment. training, and

sting programs?

categories %please list,)

75
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VI StmE tory Changes-

Congress specifically empressed interest in
learning of statutory changes needed to
improve the language proficiency of Federal

personnel. In this section of the queetionn
en are interested in obtaining information
On stator .4 relgfing to foreign language
caPabilities in Federal agenciea and any
changes you feel gre needed to increase
your organization's fOrgign language
capabilities.

50, Please provide in the space below legisls
citationi, if any. referring to language
raining or the need for language skill.

rtinent to your organisation.the

51. Po you feel that the s atut
your organisation now has
provide VOOr organ ieef ion w

qualified people it needs?

1. /77 Yes (If yea, pie
queetion 53

y AUthOrity
adequate CO
h the language=

skip to

2. /--7 no

52. If If no, please cite existing legislation
and deacribt either weifirally or in
general the changes you would lige to gee.

APPENDIX VI

VII. Other Comments

53. If you hove soy comments relating to the
foreign language requirements of Federal
Agencies or Any other COCRWOEN cOnCerning
Federal practices And prOggdUte0 fax filling
positions requiring language skill.. please
add them here. Flecie complete the attached

tables where applicable. Thank you for your

cooperation.

GAO note: Questionnaire included 12 tables not shown
in this appendix.
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PRIOR GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
REPORTS AND OTHER STUDIES RELATED
TO FOREIGN LANGUAGE TRAINING

Prior GAO Reports:

"Need to Improve Language Training Programs and Assign-
ments for U.S. Government Personnel Overseas"
(B-176049, Jan. 22, 1973)

"Improvement Needed in Language Training and Assign-
ments for U.S. Personnel Overseas" (10-76-19,
June 16, 1976)

"Need to Improve Foreign Language Training Programs
and Assignments for Department of Defense Personnel"
(ID- 76-73, Nov. 24, 1976)

"Study of Foreign Languages and Related Areas:
--Federal Support
--Administration
--Need" (ID-78-46, Sept. 13, 1978)

Other Studies:

"Foreign Language and International Studies Specialists:
The Marketplace and National Policy," Prepared for the
National Endowment for the Humanities, The Rand
Corporation, R-2501-NEH, September 1979

"Strength Through Wisdom, A Critique of U.S. Capability,"
A Report to the President from the President's
Commission on Foreign Language and International
Studies, November 1979, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Stock #017-080-02065-3

"President's Commission on Foreign Language and
International Studies: Background Papers and Studies,"
November 1979, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Stock #017-080-02070-0

(467330)
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Single copies of GAO reports are available
free of charge. Requests (except by Members
of Congress) for additional quantities should
be accompanied by payment of $1.00 per
copy.

Requests for single copies (without charge)
should be sent to:

U.S. General Accounting Office
Distribution Section, Room 1518
441 G Street, NW.
Washington, DC 20548

Requests for multiple copies should be sent
with checks or money orders to:

U.S. General Accounting Office
Distribution Section
P.O. Box 1020
Washington, DC 20013

Checks or money orders should be made
payable to the U.S. General Accounting Of-
fice, NOTE: Stamps or Superintendent of
Documents coupons will not be accepted.

PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH

To expedite filling your order, use the re-
port number and date in the lower right
corner of the front cover.

GAO reports are now available on micro-
fiche. if such copies will meet your needs,
be sure to specify that you want microfiche
copies.


